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DIVISION COURTS Chap. 106 
CHAPTER 106 
The Division Courts Act 
1.-(1) In this Act, 
(a) "action" includes a proceeding, suit, matter and 
cause; 
(b) "county" includes a provisional county and pro· 
visional judicial district; 
(c) "county court" includes district court; 
(d) "defendant" includes primary debtor; 
(e) "debt or money demand summons" means a sum· 
mons instituting an action for the recovery of a debt 
or money demand ; 
(J) "division" means the territory in and for which a 
division court is established; 
(g) "Inspector" means Inspector of Legal Offices; 
(h) "judge" means judge or junior judge of the county 
court of the county in which the division for which a 
division court is constituted is situate; 
(i) "judgment creditor" includes a creditor who has 
obtained judgment against a garnishee; 
(j) "judgment debtor" includes a garnishee against whom 
judgment has been recovered; 
(k) "plaintiff" includes primary creditor; 
(l) "prescribed form" means the form prescribed in the 
rules; 
(m) "rules" means rules and regulations made under this 
Act. 
1067 
Interpre-
tation. 
. h . . f ed Exclusive (2) Where in this Act any power or aut onty is con err powers or 
or any duty is imposed upon the judge of the county court it f~~~!~ 
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shall be exercised or performed by him and not by a junior 
judge. 1950, c. 16, s. 1. 
2.-(1) Part I, except where otherwise therein provided, 
shall apply to every county and provisional judicial district. 
(2) Part II shall be applicable only to provisional judicial 
districts. 1950, c. 16, s. 2. 
PART I 
APPLICABLE TO COUNTIES AND DISTRICTS 
COURTS 
3. Subject to the provisions of this Act and the rules, the 
division courts existing at the time this Act takes effect shall 
continue. 1950, c. 16, s. 3. 
4.- (1) The court in each division shall be called "The 
First (or as the case may be) Division Court of the County 
of ... . .......... ". 
(2) The limits of a division court of any county may include 
territory in an adjacent county. 1950, c. 16, s. 4. 
5. Every court shall have a seal, with which all process shall 
be sealed or stamped, and which sha ll be paid for out of the 
Consolidated Revenue Fund. 1950, c. 16, s. 5. 
6. Every court shall be a court of record. 1950, c. 16, 
s. 6. 
7. In any city in which two division courts are established, 
all or any of the sittings of both such courts may be held in 
either of such divisions, and the clerks of both courts may, 
with the approval of the Lieutenant-Governor in Council, 
keep their offices in the same division. 1950, c. 16, s. 7. 
8.- (1) The local municipality in which a division court is 
held shall provide a court room, not in or connected with an 
hotel, and other necessary accommodation for holding the 
court. 
~~g~~~ ~gurt (2) If a proper court room and other necessary accommoda-
room. etc. tion are not furnished by the municipality the judge may hold 
the court in any suitable place in the division or in any other 
division of the county in which suitable accommodation js 
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provided and the owner, lessee or tenant of the building in 
which the court is held shall be entitled to receive from the 
municipality whose duty it was to provide proper accommoda-
tion for the court the sum of $10 or such larger amount not 
exceeding $20 as the Inspector may approve for every day on 
which the court is held in the building. 
1069 
(3) Where a municipality, not being a city or town, fur-Judge to 
. . apportion 
n1shes a court room and other necessary accommodation, or cost of 
f th f b 'Id' h . . 1. h II b court room. pays or e use o any u1 mg, t e mumc1pa 1ty s a e 
entitled to recover from any other municipality the whole or 
part of which is within the division for which the court is held 
such reasonable share of the cost as shall be ordered by the 
judge of the court to be paid and contributed by the last-
mentioned municipality. 1950, c. 16, s. 8. 
9. The sittings of the court in a county town may be held ~s:rf'bouse. 
in the court house. 1950, c. 16, s. 9. 
10. Actions and judgments in a ny court, the number or Cba~e In 
limits of which are changed, shall continue to be actions and r~rrs o~ or 
judgments therein, but the judge may transfer any such court. 
action or judgment to any other court, and when so transferred 
it shall be an action or judgment of such other court. 1950, 
c. 16, s. 10. 
11. The clerk of the peace sbaU record in a book to be Clerks or 
k b h . th d' . . d I d d . d d th the peace ept y 1m e 1v1s1ons ec are an appomte , an e to record 
times and places of holding the courts, and the alterations gt~~~ a,~~ 
made therein, and he shall transmit to the Inspector a copy cg~~~~~ 
of the record. 1950, c. 16, s. 11. 
JUDGES 
12. The court shall be presided over by a judge. 
c. 16, s. 12. 
1950 Who to 
'preside. 
13.-(1) The judge may appoint. a barrister to act as his :;,~~d~ In 
deputy, and the barrister so appomted shall have all the case or 
powers and privileges vested in and be subject to all the duties ~~0~ence 
. d b l h . d of Judge. impose y aw upon t e JU ge. 
(2) The judge shall forthwith send to the Provincial §!g~ra<i;1 
Secretary notice of the appointme~t, specifying the name an_d ~~t~ed or 
residence of the barrister so appomted and the cause of bis appoint-
. ment. 
a pp om tmen t. 
(3) No such appointment sh?ll be continued for ~ore th~ Duration. 
two months, and in case the Lieutenant-Governor m Council 
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disapproves of the appointment, he may annul the same. 
1950, c. 16, s. 13. 
14. If the judge does not open court on the day appoint~ 
for that purpose, the clerk shall , after four o'clock in the after-
noon, adjourn the court to an hour on the following day, to be 
named by him, and so from day to day, adjourning over any 
Sunday or holiday, until the judge arrives to open court, or 
until other directions are received from him. 1950, c. 16, 
s. 14. 
15.-(1) It shall be the duty of the judge to see that the 
officers of his courts perform their duties, and to examine into 
complaints against them. 
(2) The judge may for any cause suspend a clerk or bailiff, 
and in case of suspension shall forthwith report it and the 
cause thereof to the Inspector, and if a vacancy occurs in the 
office of clerk or bailiff, the judge shall forthwith notify the 
Inspector. 1950, c. 16, s. 15. 
16. An action by or against a judge may be brought in 
any court of a county adjoining that in which he resides-
1950, c. 16, s. 16. 
17. The judge may at any time, and on such terms as to 
costs and otherwise as to him may seem just, amend any 
defect or error in any proceeding, and a ll such amendments 
may be made as may be necessary for the advancement of 
justice, determining the real question raised by or depending 
on the proceedings and best calculated to secure the giving of 
judgment according to the very right and justice of the case. 
1950, c. 16, s. 17. 
CLERKS AND BAILIFFS 
18. For every court there shall be a clerk and a bailiff or 
bailiffs, who shall be appointed by the Lieutenant-Governor 
and shall hold office during pleasure. 1950, c. 16, s. 18. 
19. The clerk shall issue all summonses and shall make 
copies thereof with the notices thereon, according to the 
prescribed form, and, except as othenvise provided by this 
Act, shall deliver the same to the bailiff for service. 1950, 
c. 16, s. 19. 
20. The clerk shall cause a note of all summonses, notices, 
orders, judgments, warrants, executions and returns thereto, 
to be entered in a book to be kept in his office, and shall sign 
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his name on every page of the book, and the signed entries, 
or a copy thereof certified as a true copy by the clerk, shall be 
sufficient evidence of such entries and of the proceedings 
referred to therein, without further proof. . 1950, c. 16, s. 20. 
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21.-(1) A procedure book and a foreign procedure book ::Yc~i0 
shall be kept by the clerk. by clerks. 
(2) The costs of all books and forms required by this Act c.o~t.or 
to be kept by the clerk and bailiff and of necessary stationery ~~~1;~0~ooka, 
and stationery supplies shall be repaid to him by the treasurer forms. etc. 
of the county, upon the certificate of the In.spector. 1950, 
c. 16, s. 21. 
22. The clerk, when required, shall forward the summons Forwardlnc 
and copies for service to the clerk of any other court who shall~~~~~:' 
receive and deliver them to the bailiff for service, and when ~~~p0e~. 
returned shall send the summons to the clerk from whom it 
was received, and shall enter the proceedings in the foreign 
procedure book. 1950, c. 16, s. 22. 
23. The clerk shall prepare an affidavit of service of every Clerk to 
summons issued out of his court, or sent to him for service, Ef3~:~Ttts or 
stating how the same was served, the day of service and the service. etc. 
distance the bailiff necessarily travelled to effect service, and 
the affidavit shall be annexed to or endorsed on the summons 
and shall be sworn to by the bailiff; but the judge may require 
the bailiff to be sworn in his presence, and to answer such 
questions as may be put to him touching any service or 
mileage. 1950, c. 16, s. 23. 
24. The clerk shall issue all warrants and executions, and ~~~ka to 
shall tax costs, subject to revision by the judge, and shall keep executions, 
an account of all fines payable or paid into court, and of all!~~ c~:~ 
. ' .d . d f d h 11 t account or suitors money pa1 into an out o court, an s a en er an ftneo. etc. 
account of all such fines and money in a book to be kept by 
him for that purpose, which shall be open to all persons desir-
ous of searching the same, and shall at all times be accessible 
to the judge and the Inspector. 1950, c. 16, s. 24. 
25. The money arising from any penalty, forfeiture or Fines1.~nd 
· A d. eel be h · pena ••es fine imposed by or under this ct, not rrect to ot erw1se to be paid 
applied, shall be paid to the clerk and shall be paid by him~~ ~~e:~. 
to the clerk of the peace, to be paid over to the Treasurer of 
Ontario. 1950, c. 16, s. 25. 
Clerks to deliver to 
26. The clerk shall, at least once in every three months clerk or 
. . . peace a 
and oftener 1f required by the clerk of the peace, deliver to verifted 
I . . . .fied b ffid .t f II fi account or him a fu l account m wntmg ver1 ya av1 o a nesnnes. 
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levied, accounting for and deducting the reasonable expenses 
of levying the same and any allowance which the judge may 
make out of such fines in pursuance of the power hereinafter 
given. 1950, c. 16, s. 26. 
fu~~:~ll~h 27. The clerk, when required by the judge, shall furnish 
;c~~~~~~f h im with a full account in writing, verified by affidavit, of th'e 
~0~:as0e~1d money paid into or out of the court under orders, judgments or 
of court. process of the court, and of the balance in court belonging to 
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suitors or others. 1950, c. 16, s. 27. 
28. The clerk shall promptly remit all moneys received 
by him in payment of a judgment to the person entitled thereto 
and shall in no case retain any such moneys for a period in 
excess of three months. 1950, c. 16, s. 28. 
29.-(1) The clerk shall annually, in the month of January, 
make out a correct statement of all sums of money belonging 
to suitors or others which have been paid into court and have 
remained unclaimed for six years before the last day of the 
month of December t hen last past, specifying the names of the 
persons for whom or on whose account the same were so paid. 
(2) The clerk shall keep one copy of the statement posted 
up in his office and another copy in some conspicuous part of 
t he court house or the place where the court is held, and copies 
shall also be sent to the Treasurer of Ontario and the.Inspector. 
(3) All such sums shall form part of the Consolidated 
Revenue Fund, and shall be forthwith paid over by the clerk 
or officer holding them to the Treasurer of Ontario, and, except 
by leave of the Lieutenant-Governor in Council, no person 
shall be entitled to claim any such sum which has remained 
unclaimed for six years. 
(4) The time during which the person entitled to claim the 
money was an infant or of unsound mind , or out of Ontario, 
shall not be taken into account in computing the sbc years. 
1950, c. 16, s. 29. 
30. The bailiff shall promptly serve and execute all sum-
monses, orders, warrants and executions delivered to him by 
the clerk, and shall so soon as served or executed return the 
same to the clerk, but subject to section 64 he shall not be 
required to travel beyond the limits of his division, or be 
allowed to charge mileage for any distance beyond the limits 
of the county in which is situated the division for the court of 
which he is bailiff. 1950, c. 16, s. 30. 
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31.:--(1} \Vhere the gross fees and emoluments earned by a Fees for 
clerk- or bailiff are less than $1,000 a year, the local munici- sittings. 
pality in which the division court is held shall pay to the clerk 
and bailiff respectively the sum of $4 for attending each sitting 
of the court. 
(2) Where in any division the clerk and bailiff are paid for Apportion-
attending court sittings by the local municipality in which the ment. 
court is held under subsection 1, such local municipality shaJI 
be entitled to recover from any other municipality for which 
the court is held, such reasonable share of the amount so paid 
to the clerk and bailiff as shall be ordered by the judge. 1950, 
c. 16, s. 31. 
32.-(1) The fees upon every proceeding shall be paid in By whom 
the first instance, and before it is taken, by the party on whose ~8a.% t,°n ~°rat 
behalf the proceeding is taken . Instance. 
(2) If the fees are not so paid, payment may, by summary How 
d f h · d be f ed b · · l"k enforced. Of' er o t e JU ge, en ore y execution m 1 e manner as a 
judgment of the court. 1950, c. 16, s. 32. 
33. At the time of the issue of any process or execution the rarn{f\e 
bailiff's fees thereon shall be paid to the clerk and shall be pe:1':i ro 
.d th b ·1·ff h f h . d clerk when pat over to e a1 1 , upon t e return o t e execution, an execution 
not before; but if the bailiff does not become entitled to any 1ssues. 
part, or becomes entitled to a part only of such fees, the whole 
or the·surplus, as the case may be, shall be repaid by the clerk 
to the person from whom the fees were received. 1950, 
c. 16, s. 33. 
34. If the bailiff neglects to return any process or execution ~a~1n; 1 
within the time required bv law he shall for such neglectr~es 0{c Ti! 
forfeit his fees thereon, and ·all fees so forfeited shall be held r~l{.':t0u~n 
to have been received by the clerk, who shall keep a special process. 
account thereof, and account for and pay over the same to the 
clerk of the peace, to be paid to the Treasurer of Ontario, to 
form part of the Consolidated Revenue Fund. 1950, c. 16, 
s. 34. 
3o. A clerk or bailiff shall not directly or indirectly take or Clerk or 
. . . ch f d f . bailitr not receive any comm1ss1on, arge, ee or rewar or or m connec- to accept 
· · h h II · f d b I · h" h h b extra rees. t1on wit t e co ect1on o any e t or c aim w 1c as een 
or may or can be sued in the court for which he is clerk or 
bailiff, except such fees as are provided by a tariff of fees 
under this Act. 1950, c. 16, s. 35. 
k d b ·1 ·ff h 11 f . d b h Books. etc .. 36. Every cler an a1 1 s a , as o ten as require y t e to be pro-
od h I k' ffi f . · d duced for Inspector, pr uce at t e c er ' s o ce. or exam mat ion an inspection. 
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inspection, all books and documents required to be kept by 
him, and shall report to the Inspector concerning such matters 
as the Inspector shall require. 1950, c. 16, s. 36. 
37. Every clerk and bailiff shall keep a separate book in 
which he shall enter from day to day all fees, charges and 
emoluments received by him by virtue of his office, and, on or 
before the 31st day of January in every year, shall make a 
return under oath to the Inspector showing the aggregate 
amount of fees, charges and emoluments which he became 
entitled to receive during the year which ended on the 31st 
day of December next preceding. 1950, c. 16, s. 37. 
38. Every clerk, on or before the 31st day of January in 
each year, shall make a return, in such form and manner as 
the Lieutenant-Governor in Council shall prescribe, of the 
business of his office for the year which ended on the 31st day 
of December next preceding. 1950, c. 16, s. 38. 
~~~~~lor 39. Every clerk, on or before the 31st day of January in 
c~jr:lltment every year, shall make to the Inspector a return showing the ~eb¥o.!ii~ent nu mber of judgment debtors who, during the 12 months 
Security 
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ending the 31st day of December next preceding, were ordered 
to be committed under each of the heads mentioned in 
section 132. 1950, c. 16, s. 39. 
40.-(1) Every clerk and bailiff shall furnish such security 
as may be required by the Lieutenant-Governor in Council 
for the due performance of the duties of his office, and, subject 
to the rules, the provisions of The Public Officers Act relating 
to the giving of security shall apply to such security. 
(2) The security shall enure to the benefit of any person 
suffering damage by the default, breach of duty or mis-
conduct of the clerk or bailiff. 1950, c. 16, s. 40. 
41.-(1) In an action against a surety of a clerk or bailiff, 
the entries in the books kept by such clerk or bailiff shall be-
pn·mafade evidence against the surety. 
(2) For the purpose of this section, the words "clerk or 
bailiff" include a person who has ceased to be a clerk or a 
bailiff, as the case may be. 1950, c. 16, s. 41. 
42. A clerk shall not practise as a barrister or solicitor. 
1950, c. 16, s. 42. 
43.-(1) A clerk or bailiff shall not sue or be sued in the 
court of which he is clerk or bailiff. 
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(2) A clerk or bailiff shall sue or be sued separately or Idem. 
jointly with another person in the court of any next adjoining 
division whether in the same or another county. 
1075 
(3) Nothing in this section shall prevent proceedings from Commenced 
being continued in the court in which the action was brought, ~~0~4iitment. 
where it was commenced before the appointment of such 
clerk or bailiff. 1950, c. 16, s. 43. 
44. A clerk, bailiff or other officer of the court shall not, B aillf!' and 
d. I · d' I h other omcers 1rect y or m irect y, pure ase any property at any sale not to pur-
made. by a bailiff under legal process, and every such purchase ~:i~~oods 
shall be absolutely void. 1950, c. 16, s. 44. 
45. If a clerk, bailiff or other officer of the court is guilty Extortion. 
of extortion he shall, upon proof thereof before the court, be 
forever disqualified to hold any office of profit or emolument in 
a division court, and shall also be liable in damages to the 
party aggrieved. 1950, c. 16, s. 45. 
46.-(1) Upon a complaint in writing that a bailiff or :\tlsconduct 
ffi · d I f f h of court o cer, acting un er co our or pretence o process o t e court, omcers. 
is guilty of extortion or misconduct, or does not duly pay or 
account for all money levied or received by him by virtue of 
his office, the judge may, at a sittings of the court, inquire 
into the matter in a summary way, and for t hat purpose may 
summon and enforce the attendance of all necessary persons, 
and make such order thereupon for the repayment of any 
money extorted, or for the due payment of any money levied 
or received, and for the payment of such damages and costs 
to the person aggrieved, as he may think just. 
(2) In default of payment of the money ordered to be E nforoing 
'd b h b "!"ff ffi . h" h . . ed . h order for pa1 y t e a1 1 or o cer wit m t e time mention m t e payment 
order for the payment thereof, the judge may, by warrant by bailltr. 
under his hand and seal, cause such sum to be levied by 
distress and sale of the goods of the offender, together with 
the reasonable charges of the distress and sale, and in default 
of such distress or summarily in the first instance, or where 
payment is not made forthwith, if so ordered, may commit 
the offender to the common jail of the county for a period 
not exceeding three months, unless the money and costs are 
sooner paid. 1950, c. 16, s. 46. 
47. If a bailiff, by neglect, connivance or omission, loses Bailiff 
. f . . k" neglecting the opportunity o levying an execution or ta mg property duty in 
I d I I h h relation to under an attachment, or undu y e ays to evy or attac , t e execution. 
judge, upon complaint of the party aggrieved, and upon proof 
of the fact alleged, may order the bailiff to pay such damages 
1076 
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as the party aggrieved appears to have sustained, not exceed-
ing the sum for which the execution or attachment issued, 
and upon demand being made therefor, and on his refusal 
to satisfy the same, payment may be enforced by such means 
as are provided for enforcing judgments. 1950, c. 16, s. 47. 
48. AH accounts, moneys, books, papers, documents and 
other things in the possession of a clerk or bailiff by virtue of 
or appertaining to his office, shall, upon his death, resignation 
or removal, immediately become the property of the clerk 
of the peace, who shall hold the same until the appointment 
of another clerk or bailiff, to whom he shall deliver over the 
same, when security has been furnished on behalf of such 
clerk or bailiff. 1950, c. 16, s. 48. 
49. Leave of absence for a period not exceeding two months 
may be granted by the Inspector to a clerk or bailiff. 1950, 
c. 16, s. 49. .. 
50. Subject to section 51, upon the death, regisnation, 
suspension or removal of the clerk, the clerk of the peace 
shall be the clerk until a successor is appointed or the sus-
pension is removed, and the clerk of the peace shall be paid 
by the corporation of the county for his services in· taking 
over the office the sum of $5 together with actual disburse-
ments. 1950, c. 16, s. 50. 
51.-(1) With the approval of the Inspector, when pre-
vented from acting because of absence or illness or any cause 
other than suspension the clerk or bailiff may appoint a 
deputy to act for him and the clerk or bailiff, as the case may 
be, shall be jointly and severally responsible for all the acts 
and omissions of the deputy so appointed. 
:;n~~'ktment (2) With the approval of the Inspector, where there is no 
ballltl' P~o clerk or bailiff or the clerk or bailiff is under suspension the 
tempore. judge may appoint a clerk or bailiff, as the case may be, pro 
tempore. 
Powers, 
privileges, 
duties. 
Clerk acting 
as ballltl'. 
(3) Where an appointment is made under subsection 1 or 
2, the person so appointed shall , during the period of his 
appointment, have all the powers and privileges and be 
subject to the duties of the clerk or bailiff, as the case may be. 
(4) Where there is no bailiff or the bailiff is for any reason 
unable to act, the clerk may act in his place. 1950, c. 16, 
s. 51. 
Continua- 52.-(1) In the event of the death, resignation, suspension tion of 
proceedings. or removal of a bailiff, after action taken by him under an 
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executi.on or-attachment, the proceedings may be continued 
by his successor. 
1077 
(2) The benefit of all securities given to the bailiff shall S!!curittles 
• . given o 
enure to his successor m office. 1950, c. 16, s. 52. the bailitr. 
JURISDICTION AS TO CAUSES OF ACTION AND QUANTU.ll 
53. The court shall not have jurisdiction in, Cases in 
which court 
has no 
( ) . f h f I d . . Jurisdiction. a an action or t e recovery o an , or an action m 
which the right or title to any corporeal or incorporeal 
hereditaments, or any toll, custom or franchise comes 
in question; 
(b) an action in which the validity of any devise, bequest 
or limitation under any will or settlement is disputed; 
(c) an action for malicious prosecution, libel, slander, 
criminal conversation, seduction or breach of promise 
of marriage; 
(d) an action against a justice of the peace for anything 
done by him in the execution of his office, if he 
objects thereto; 
(e) a n action upon a judgment or order of the Supreme 
Court or a county court where execution may issue 
upon or in respect thereof. 1950, c. 16, s. 53. 
54.-(1) Save as otherwise provided by this Act, the court Cases In 
h 11 h · 'sd" · · which s a ave JUn 1ct10n m, . court bas jurisdiction. 
(a) a personal action where the amount claimed does 
not exceed $200; 
(b) a personal action if all the parties thereto consent in 
writing, and the amount claimed does not exceed 
$400; 
(c) an action on a claim or demand of debt, account, or 
breach of contract, or covenant, or money demand, 
whether payable in money or otherwise, where the 
amount or balance claimed does not exceed $200; 
provided that in the case of an unsettled account 
the whole account does not exceed $1,000; 
(d) an action for the recovery of a debt or money 
demand, where the amount claimed, exclusive of 
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interest, whether the interesl is payable by contract 
or as damages, does not exceed $400 and the amount 
claimed is, 
(i) ascertained by the signature of the defendant 
or of the person whom as executor or adminis-
trator he represents, or 
(ii) the balance of an amount not exceeding $400 
which amount is so ascertained, or 
(iii) the balance of an amount so ascertained 
which did not exceed $800, and the plaintiff 
abandons the excess OYer $400, 
but an amount shall not be deemed to be so ascer-
tained where it is necessary for the plaintiff to give 
other and extrinsic evidence beyond the production 
of a document and proof of the signature to it; and 
the jurisdiction conferred by this clause shall apply to 
claims and proceedings against an absconding debtor; 
(e) an action or contestation for the determination of the 
right of a creditor to rank upon an insolvent estate 
where the claim of the creditor does not exceed $200. 
(2) Claims combining causes of action may be joined in one 
action where, 
(a) the amount of the claim in respect of each cause of 
action does not exceed the limit prescribed by sub-
section 1 for such cause of action; and 
(b) the total amount of the combined claims does not 
exceed $400. 
(3) The findings of the court upon claims so joined shall be 
separate. 
(4) Where the value of property distrained, taken or 
detained does not exceed $200 and the title to the land is 
not brought into question, an action of replevin may be 
brought in the court for the division within which the defen-
dant or one of the defendants resides or carries on business or 
where the property was distrained, taken or detained, and 
The Replwin Act shall mulatis mutandis apply to such action. 
(5) The court shall also have jurisdiction in actions between 
teachers and school boards as provided by The High Schools 
Act, The Public Schools Act and The Separate Schools Act. 
1950, c. 16, s. 54. 
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55. Except in actions in which a jury is demanded as Summary 
hereinafter provided, the judge shall hear and determine in a hearings. 
summary way all questions of law and fact and may make 
such order or judgment as appears to him just and agreeable 
to equity and good conscience, which shall be final and con-
clusive between the parties, except as herein otherwise pro-
vided. 1950, c. 16, s. 55. 
56. Upon a contract for the payment of a sum certain in Judge may 
I bo . k. d f ood od' . . order a ur or 10 any · 10 o g s or comm 1t1es or m any payment 
other manner than in money, the judge may give judgment~~trooun:fi· 
for the amount in money as if the contract had been so ~~~tf:rct 
expressed, if the goods and commodities have not been rna~~~~~. 
delivered or the labour or other thing performed in accordance 
with the contract. 1950, c. 16, s. 56. 
5'1.-(1) The court in actions otherwise within its juris- ~:;:~'.'8 oc 
diction shall have power to grant relief, redress or remedy, 
or combination of remedies, either absolute or conditional. 
including the power to relieve against penalties and forfeitures, 
in as full and ample a manner as might be done in the like 
case by the Supreme Court. 
(2) Nothing in this section shall confer jurisdiction to 1~? 1 . . . 6 57 ...,unct ons. grant an 1n1unct1on. 1950, c. 1 , s. . 
58. A minor may sue for any sum not exceeding $100 due Minors may 
to him for wages, or for work or services, as if he were of full ~u:g~~ 
age. 1950, c. 16, s. 58. 
59. A cause of action shall not be divided into two or more causes or 
actions for the purpose of bringing it within the jurisdiction ~~t~~n not 
of the court. 1950, c. 16, s. 59. divided. 
60. A judgment in an action brought for the balance of fgi~~~nt 
an account, or for a part of a claim, where the residue is discharge. 
abandoned to bring the claim within the jurisdiction of the 
court, shall be a full discharge of all demands in respect of 
the account for the balance of which such action was brought 
or for the whole claim, as the case may be. 1950, c. 16, s. 60. 
61.-(1) Where it appears at any stage of an action T~nsfer or 
. f h h h actions to otherwise of the proper competence o t e court t at t e Supreme 
court has not cognizance thereof on account of the title to court. 
land or any corporeal or incorporeal hereditament, or any 
toll, custom or franchise coming in question, or the validity 
of a devise, bequest or limitation under a will or settlement 
being disputed, or the amount involved is in excess of the 
jurisdiction of the court, the action shall not on that account 
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be dismissed, but a judge of the Supreme Court, or the judge 
of the court in which the action is pending, may order the 
same to be transferred to the Supreme Court or to a county 
court where the county court would have jurisdiction, upon 
such terms as to the payment of costs or otherwise as he may 
think fit, and thereafter the action shall proceed in the 
Supreme Court or the county court as if originally commenced 
therein, and as if the defendant had entered an appearance; 
but the judge may give such directions as to procedure as 
may be deemed proper. 
(2) Where the order is made by a judge of the division 
court, an appeal shall lie therefrom to a judge of the Supreme 
Court in chambers who may rescind the order or vary the 
terms thereof. 1950 c. 16, s. 61. 
62. If it appears to a judge of the Supreme Court than an 
action is a fit one to be tried in the Supreme Court, he may 
order that it be transferred to the Supreme Court upon such 
terms, as to payment of costs or otherwise, as he may think 
fit. 1950, c. 16, s. 62. 
63.-(1) When a conterclaim is disputed and involves 
matters beyond the jurisdiction of the division court, the judge 
may try the claim and may, if he sees fit, stay the issue of 
execution upon the judgment until the conterclaim has been 
disposed of upon such terms as to security and othenvise as 
he sees fit to impose. 
(2) If the counterclaim or any part thereof is admitted 
the judge may direct the amount admitted to be set off pro 
tanto without prejudice to any proceedings to recover the 
balance. 1950, c. 16, s. 63. 
TERRITORIAL JURISDICTION AND PLACE OF TRIAL 
64.-(1) An action may be entered and tried, 
(a) in the court for the division in which the cause of 
action arose or in which the defendant, or any one 
of several defendants, resides or carries on business 
at the time the action is brought; or 
(b) in the court the place of sitting whereof is the nearest 
to the residence of the defendant, 
provided that any action for wages of a woodman may be 
entered and tried in the court for the division in which 
the contract of hiring was made, notwithstanding any 
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stipulation in the contract of employment or otherwise, and 
in this section, "woodman" means a person performing Jabour 
or services in connection with any logs or timber and includes 
cooks, blacksmiths, artisans and all others usually employed 
in connection with such labour or services. 
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(2) In the cases provided for by clause b of subsection 1 Service ~r 
d b b . . process m an y su section 2 of section 43, the summons may be such cases. 
served by a bailiff of the court out of which it issues, and upon 
judgment being recovered execution against the goods and 
chattels of the debtor, and all other process and proceedings 
to enforce payment of the judgment, may be issued to the 
bailiff of such court and be executed and enforced by him in 
the county in which the debtor resides, as well as in the county 
in·which the judgment was recovered. 1950, c. 16, s. 64. 
65. If a person desires to bring an action in the court of a ~~~~s ma 
division other than as in section 64 mentioned, the judge pe brbougthbl 
b d h . . b d d . d . in ot er an may y or er aut onze an action to e entere an tne m the regular 
the court of any division in his county adjacent to the division divisions. 
in which the defendant or one of the defendants resides, 
whether such defendant resides in the county of the judge 
granting the order or in an adjoining county. 1950, c. 16, 
s. 65. 
66. No proviso, condition, stipulation, agreement or state- Etrect oft 
h. h 'd f h I f · 1 f · agreemen ment w 1c prov1 es or t e pace o tna o an action, as to place 
matter or proceeding shall be of any force or effect where the of trial. 
defendant, within the time limited for disputing the plaintiff's 
claim or within such further time as the judge shall allow, 
files with the clerk of the court in which the action was 
commenced a notice disputing the jurisdiction of the court 
and an affidavit of the defendant or his agent stating that in 
his belief there is a good defence to the action on the merits, 
the division wherein the cause of action arose, or partly 
arose, and the division where the defendant resides. 1950, 
c. 16, s. 66. 
67.-(1) Where a claim is within the proper competence of ~;/~g:I!rithen 
a division court, the action may be brought notwithstanding ~~fd08f 
that the residence of the defendant is, at the time of bringing Ontario. 
the action, out of Ontario, and the action may be brought 
in the court of the division in which the cause of action arose 
or partly arose, but the court may refuse to allow the action 
to proceed if it appears that the action is one which ought to 
be tried elsewhere. 
. . Service of (2) The service of the summons may be made by a bailiff summons on 
of the court out of which it issued or by any person who may, ~~s'ldents. 
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either before or after the service, be approved by the judge or 
by the clerk, but the summons shall be served at least 15 days 
before the return day thereof. 
(3) Where service of the summons has been effected out 
of Ontario, the judge may allow, as costs in the action, a sum 
t owards the expenses incurred in effecting service, not exceed-
ing in the whole $5. 1950, c. 16, s. 67. 
68. Where the defendant is a corporation not having its 
head office in Ontario, and the cause of action arose partly 
in one division and partly in another, the plaintiff may bring 
his action in either division. 1950, c. 16, s. 68. 
f,.1i~r'w°ii"ere 69.-(1) Where the debt or money payable exceeds $100 
~mount sdued and is made payable by the contract of the parties at a place 1or excee s . • 
s100. named therein, the action may be brought thereon in the court 
Changing 
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of t he division in which the place of payment is situate, 
subject to the action being transferred to the court of any 
division in which but for this section it might have been 
brought. 
(2) T he judge of the court in which the action is brought 
may, upon application of the defendant made within the time 
limited for disputing the plaintiff's claim, make an order 
transferring the action accordingly. 
(3) The application shall be suported by an affidavit of 
the applicant or his agent stating that the applicant intends 
to defend the action, that there is a good defence upon the 
merits, that the cause of action did not wholly arise in the 
division in which the action is brought, that the witnesses 
for the defence, or some of them, reside within the division 
in which the defendants, or one of them, resided or carried on 
business at the time the action was brought, and that the 
application is not made for the purpose of delay, and the dates 
of the next two sittings of the court to which it is sought to 
have the action transferred shall also be shown. 
(4) T he order sha11 direct at what sittings of the court 
the action shall be tried, subject to all rights of postponement 
as in other cases, and shall be attached by the clerk to the 
summons and other proceedings in the action, and he shall 
forthwith transmit them to the clerk of the court to which 
the action is transferred, and enter a minute thereof in his 
procedure book. 
(5) Upon receipt of the order and other papers by the 
clerk of such last-mentioned court, he shall enter the action 
and proceedings in his procedure book. 
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(6) All the papers and proceedings in the action thereafter Style. 
shall be entitled and carried on as though the action had 
, originally been entered in the last-mentioned court. 
(7) The defendant shall forthwith serve a copy of the order service 
h I · "ff h" of order. upon t e p amt1 or 1s agent. 1950, c. 16, s. 69. 
70.-(1) If it appears that an action should have been When action 
d · h f h entered in entere m some ot er court o t e same or some other county, wrong court. 
it shall not fail for want of jurisdiction, but, on such terms as 
the · judge shall order, all the papers and proceedings in the 
action may be transferred to any court having jurisdiction 
in the premises, and shall become proceedings thereof as if 
t he action had been entered therein, and shall be continued 
as if it bad originally been entered in the last-mentioned court. 
(2) The clerk of the court to which the proceedings have c11erk to • . • pace on 
been transferred sha ll place the action on the hst for tnal at list _and 
h . . f h" b" h . 1 d notify t e next s1ttmgs o 1s court w 1c commences six c ear ays parties. 
or more after be receives the papers, and he shall forthwith 
after receiving the papers notify the parties or their agents 
by registered post of the date, hour and place of the sittings, 
and the clerk issuing the summons shall certify in detail to 
the court to which the action is transferred all the costs 
incurred up to the date of the transfer. 1950, c. 16, s. 70. 
PROCEDURE BEFORE TRIAL 
71.-(1) The plaintiff shall enter bis claim with the clerk~~~ or 
and shall at the time of such entry leave with the clerk a 
copy of the claim for each defendant. 
(2) The claim shall set out the particulars thereof with Particulars. 
reasonable certainty and detail. 
(3) Each claim shall be numbered by the clerk according Summons. 
to the order in which it is entered, and a summons shall be 
issued by the clerk, bearing the number of the claim on the 
margin thereof. 1950, c. 16, s. 71. 
72. In an action on a promissory note, bill of exchange or Promissory 
1 b fil d . h h I k note. e tc .. cheque, the note, bill or cheque sha I e e wit t e c er to be filed . 
before judgment, unless othenvise ordered or unless it be 
shown that the note, bill or cheque is lost or that it cannot for 
some other reason be produced. 1950, c. 16, s. 72. 
73 The clerk shall annex the plaintiff's claim to the sum- What to 
• . . accompany 
mons, and shall deliver copies of the summons and claim to summons. 
the proper person to serve it. 1950, c. 16, s. 73. 
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~~~~e t o be 74. Where the amount of the claim exceeds $30 the 
personal or service shall be personal, and where the amount does not 
otherwise. 
exceed $30 the service may be on the defendant, his wife or 
Substitu-
tional 
service. 
servant, or on a grown-up inmate of the defendant's dwelling 
house or usual place of abode or business. 1950, c. 16, s. 74. 
75. The judge may make an order for substitutional 
service or for service by advertisement or otherwise. . 1950, 
c. 16, s. 75. 
~;;~~~~gns. 76.-(1) Every summons or process, whether before or 
after triaJ, against a corporation, firm or individual whose 
chief place of business is not within the division in which the 
summons or process is issued, and all subsequent papers and 
proceedings in the action, may be served on the agent of the 
corporation, firm or individual whose office or place of business 
as such agent is either within the division from the court of 
which the summons or process issued, or is nearest thereto. 
Interpre-
tation. 
Notice of 
dispute. 
DIJ;pu te as 
t o terrl tori a l j urisdiction. 
(2) For the purpose of this section, "agent" includes, 
(a) in the case of a railway company, a station-master 
having charge of a station of the company; 
(b) in the case of a telegraph company, a person having 
charge of a telegraph office of the company; 
(c) in the case of an express company, a person having 
charge of an express office of the company; 
(d) in the case of any other corporation, firm or in-
dividual, a manager or other principal officer in 
charge of the office or place of business. 1950, 
c. 16, s. 76. 
77. Where any party to an action intends to dispute the 
claim made against him he shall leave with the clerk within 
10 days of the service u·pon him of the summons or other 
process constituting a notice of the claim a notice of dispute 
setting out his reasons for disputing the claim together with 
sufficient copies thereof and the clerk shall forthwith send a 
copy thereof to each of the plaintiffs or other parties to the 
action. 1950, c. 16, s. 77. 
78. Where any party to an action intends to contest the 
territorial jurisdiction of the court, he shall include in his 
notice of dispute a statement that he disputes the jurisdiction 
of the court, and in default of such notice the jurisdiction 
shall be considered as established and determined and all 
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proceedings may thereafter be taken as fully and effectually 
as if the action -had been properly entered or taken in such 
court. 1950, c. 16, s. 78. 
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79. At any time before judgment is entered although the Leave to 
time for giving the notice disputing the plaintiff's claim has~l:f~tgefore 
expired, the judge, on sufficient grounds shown, and on such Judgment. 
terms as to him may seem just, may give leave to the defendant 
to dispute the plaintiff's claim, in which case the notice 
d isputing the claim shall immediately be left with the clerk, 
a nd also delivered to the plaintiff or sent to him by registered 
post. 1950, c. 16, s. 79. 
80. A defendant who has filed a notice disputing t he claim Withdrawal 
b . h I k I . d b f . . or defence. may, y notice to t e c er at east six ays e ore the s1ttmgs 
at which the action may be tried, consent that judgment be 
entered against him for any amount, and the clerk shall 
immediately notify the plaintiff thereof by registered post, 
a nd thereupon the plaintiff shall be entitled to have judgment 
entered by the clerk as by default for such amount and t he 
costs necessarily incurred. 1950, c. 16, s. 80. 
81.-(1) Where the defendant desires to avail himself of~~-~~ of 
the laws of set-off, or of The Lim£tat£ons Act or of a defence ~fait~er 
under any other statute, he shall give notice thereof to the dRefenc8~~Y I · ·ff ev. tat., p amt1 . c. 201. 
(2) Except by leave of the judge no evidence of set-off :fv~~t~'i: 
shall be given by the defendant save such as is contained in · 
the particulars delivered. 
(3) If the set-off proved exceeds the amount found to be~:t~~; 
due to the plaintiff, judgment shall be entered for the defen- exceedst 
. h. h amoun dant for the excess, if the excess be an amount wit m t e due to 
. .sd. . f h b .f h b be plaintltr. Jun 1ct1on o t e court; ut 1 t e excess e an amount -
yond t he jurisdiction of the court, the judge may order that 
an amount of the set-off equal to the amount found to be due 
to the plaintiff be satisfied by the claim, but the adjudication 
shall not be a bar to the recovery by the defendant in a sub-
sequent action for the residue of the set-off. 1950, c. 16, s. 81. 
8 2 .-(1) If the defendant desires to plead a tender before Plead of . h 
. I . f . f I I . .ff, ten er wit action of a sum of money m ful sat1s action o t 1e p amt1 Spayment of 
. fil. h . · f d. d t th money claim he may do so on mg 1s notice o 1spute, an a e into court. 
same time paying into court the amount mentioned in the 
notice, and notice of the dispute and payment shall be forth -
with sent by the clerk to the plaintiff by registered post or 
delivered at his usual place of abode or business. 
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(2) The plaintiff shall be deemed to have accepted the 
money in full satisfaction of his claim and all proceedings in 
the action shall be stayed unless within five days after the 
receipt of notice of the payment he signifies in writing to the 
clerk his intention to proceed for his claim notwithstanding 
such defence, in which case the action shall proceed. 
(3) If the plaintiff does not give the notice mentioned in 
subsection 2, the money shall be paid to him less $1 to be paid 
over to the defendant for his trouble. 
' (4) The judge may allow the plaintiff to give the notice to 
the clerk after the expiration of the five days on such terms 
as to him may seem just. 
(5) If after tender and payment into court the plaintiff 
proceeds with the action and does not recover more than the 
sum paid into court, he sha ll pay the defendant his costs, 
charges and expenses, and the amount thereof may be paid 
to the defendant out of the money so paid in, or may be 
recovered from the plaintiff in the same manner as money 
payable under a judgment; but, if the plaintiff recovers more 
than the sum paid into court, the full amount paid into 
court shall be applied towards the satisfaction of his claim, 
and judgment may be given against the defendant for the 
residue and costs of the action. 1950, c. 16, s. 82. 
83.-(1) The defendant may, within the time limited for 
filing his notice of dispute, pay into court a sum in full satis-
faction of the plaintiff's claim, together with the plaintiff's 
costs up to the lime of such payment. 
(2) The clerk shall forthwith deliver or send notice of such 
payment by registered post to the plaintiff, and the sum so 
paid shall be paid to the plaintiff, and he shall be deemed to 
have accpeted it in full satisfaction of his claim, and all 
proceedings in the action shall be stayed, unless within five 
days after the receipt of the notice the plaintiff gives notice 
to the clerk of his intention to proceed for the remainder of 
his claim, in which case the action shall proceed. 
Notice may (3) Th · d II h I · 'ff · h ' be given art.er e JU ge may a ow t e p amt1 to give t e notice 
five days. to the clerk after the expiration of the said five days on such 
Plaintiff 
to pay 
defendant's 
<'Oats if no 
further sum 
reC'o\"ered. 
terms as to him may seem just. 
(4) If the pla intiff recovers no more than t he sum paid 
into court, he shall pay the defendant all costs, charges and 
expenses incurred by him in the action after such paymen t, 
to be taxed · and recovered by the same means as any other 
sum ordered)y the court to be paid. 1950, c. 16, s. 83. 
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84.-(1) A clerk or bailiff may take a confession or acknowl- Cl!!rks and 
d ( d . ba1lltrs e gment o ebt from a defendant, m the prescribed form, may ta_ke 
which shall be witnessed by the clerk or bailiff at the time of confessions. 
the taking thereof; and upon the production of the confession 
or acknowledgment to the judge, and proof thereof by the 
oath of the clerk or bailiff, the judge may order that judgment 
be entered thereon. 
{2) The oath shall state that the party making it has not 01atkh or . c er or 
received, and that he will not receive, anything from the bailiff. 
plaintiff or defendant, or any other person, except his lawful 
fees for taking the confession or acknowledgment, and that 
he has no interest in the demand sought to be recovered. 
(3) Either party may apply to a judge for judgment to beJudgment 
· ed 19-0 16 84 on consent. sign on consent. .:> , c. , s. . 
85.-(1) The judge at any stage of the proceedings upon Stnkjng 
h h . be . d h out and sue terms as may appear to 1m to JUSt may or er t at adding 
the name of the plaintiff, defendant, or garnishee improperly parties. 
joined be struck out and that any person who ought to have 
been joined or whose presence is necessary in order to enable 
the judge effectually and complete]y to adjudicate upon the 
questions involved in the action be added as plaintiff, defen-
dant or garnishee. 
(2) Where an action has been commence<l in the name of ~~~tJi~ilng 
the wrong person as plaintiff, or where it is doubtful whether plaintiff. 
it has been commenced in the name of the right plaintiff, 
the judge, if satisfied that it has been so commenced through 
a bona fide mistake and that it is necessary for the determina-
tion of the real matter in dispute so to do, may order any other 
person to be substituted or added as plaintiff upon such terms 
as he may deem just. 
(3) No person shall be added or substituted as a plaintiff ~:r~e~~~!d 
or as a next friend unless his consent in writing thereto is required. 
filed. 
(4) A person who is added as a defendant or garnishee Servt_i c~ on 
h . . I par 1e,; shall be served with a copy of the summons, t e ongma added. 
summons being first amended, and the proceedings against 
him shall be deemed to have commenced from the date of 
the order making him a party; but if the application to add 
any person as a party defendant or garnishee be made at the 
trial, the judge may make the order in a summary manner 
upon such terms as to him may seem just, and may dispense 
with the service of a copy of the summons if such person or 
his agent consents thereto. 1950, c. 16, s. 85. 
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86.-(1) Where a defendant claims to be entitled to con-
tribution or indemnity from or any other relief over against 
any person not a party to the action or against another 
defendant, hereinafter called a third party, he may within 
the time limited for entering his dispute, enter with the clerk 
his account, claim or demand in writing in detail, and in 
cases of tort particulars of his demand, against the third 
party stating the nature and grounds thereof and shall at 
the same time deliver to the clerk a copy, and if necessary 
copies of his account, claim or demand and shall pay to the 
clerk the prescribed fees. 
(2) The clerk upon receipt of the prescribed fees shall 
annex the account, claim or demand and particulars, if any, 
to a copy of the summons to the defendant and shall deliver 
a copy thereof to the proper person for service upon the 
third party. 
(3) The practice and procedure as between the defendant 
and the third party shall be the same mutatis mutandis as 
the practice and procedure as between a plaintiff and defen-
dant and the judge may make such direction as may appear 
proper for having the question between the defendant and 
the third party most conveniently determined and as to the 
mode and extent in or to which the third party shall be bound 
or made liable by the judgment in the action and may mak'e 
such order or give such judgment against the third party as 
may be required. 
(4) \i\There a third party makes default in entering an 
appearance, if the action is tried and results in favour of the 
plaintiff, the judge who tries the action may, at or after the 
trial, direct such judgment as the nature of the case may 
require to be entered for the defendant giving the notice 
against the third party. 
(5) A plaintiff shall not be prejudiced or unnecessarily 
delayed by reason of questions between the defendant and 
the third party in which he is not concerned and such direc-
tions shall be given and terms imposed as may be necessary 
to prevent delay of the plaintiff where it can be done without 
injustice to the defendant and the third party. 1950, c. 16, 
s. 86. 
87. Where in an action in which the claim is not a debt or 
money demand the defendant does not leave a notice of dis-
pute with the clerk within 10 days of the service upon him 
of the summons and claim, the plaintiff shall not be required 
to prove liability but shall prove the amount of his claim in 
court. 1950, c. 16, s. 87. · 
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88.-(1) Where in an action for the recovery of a debt or podfautt t JU gmen . 
money demand the defendant does not leave a notice of 
dispute with the clerk within 10 days of the service upon 
him of the summons and claim, final judgment may be 
entered by the clerk at any time within six months of the 
return of the summons, or, by the order of the judge, at any 
time thereafter for the amount claimed and execution may 
issue thereon without prejudice to the right of the plaintiff 
to proceed for the remainder of his claim. 
(2) \Vhere in an action for the recovery of a debt or money Dispute 
d d . f d. , Iii d , f I fas to part eman a notice o 1spute IS e 111 respect o part on y o of claim. 
the plaintiff's claim, subsection 1 shall apply to the other part 
of such claim. 
(3) Judgment shall not be entered until the summons and Pro<?fof 
claim with an affidavit of the due service of both have been service. 
filed. 
(4) The judge may set aside the judgment and permit the Judge. ma~· 
b · d h h' · set aside case to e tne on sue terms as to tm may seem JUSt. Judgment. 
1950, c. 16, s. 88. 
89. \Vhere proof is made by affidavit or otherwise of the Judgment 
service of a debt or money demand summons and of the ~~d~~r~~~to, 
claim as required by section 90, and judgment has not been j~~';;~~ntat 
entered under such section, the judge may, if the defendant not entered. 
does not in person or by agent appear in open court, as required 
by the summons, give judgment against him by default, 
without requiring proof of the plaintiff's claim. 1950, c. 16, 
s. 89. 
90.-(1) In any action for $25 or more commenced by a i\fotion for 
d b d 1 h I . 'ff ffid . Judgment. e tor money eman< summons, t e p a111t1 , on an a av1t 
made by himself or any other person swearing positively to 
the facts and verifying the cause of action and the amount 
claimed and stating that in his belief there is no defence to 
the action, and the reasons why immediate judgment should 
be granted, may concurrently with the service of the debt or 
money demand summons, or at any subsequent time, serve 
the defendant with a notice of motion and copy of the affi-
davit, returnable not less than four clear days after service , 
to show cause before the judge why the plaintiff should not be 
at liberty to have final judgment entered by the clerk for the 
amount of the debt or money demand sought to be recovered, 
together with interest, if any, and costs. 
(2) The judge thereupon, if the reasons for immediate Idem. 
judgment appear to be sufficient, unless the defendant or his 
1090 
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agent by affidavit or otherwise satisfies him that the defendant 
has a good defence to the action on the merits, or discloses 
such facts as may be deemed sufficient to entitle him to defend 
the action, may make an order empowering the clerk to sign 
final judgment. 
(3) The defendant may show cause by offering to bring 
into court the amount sought to be recovered, or by affidavit 
which shall state whether the defence he alleges goes to the 
whole or to part only, and if to part only, then to what part 
of the claim, and the judge may, if he thinks fit, order the 
defendant to attend and be examined upon oath, and to 
produce any books and documents, or copies thereof, or 
extracts therefrom. 
(4) If it appears that the defence applies only to a part 
of the claim, or that part of the claim is admitted to be due, 
the plaintiff shall be entitled to have final judgment entered 
forthwith for such part of his claim as the defence does not 
apply to or as is admitted to be due, subject to such terms, 
if any, as to suspending execution, payment of any amount 
levied, or any part thereof, into court by the bailiff, the 
taxation of costs or otherwise, as to the judge may seem just, 
and the defendant may be allowed to defend as to the residue 
of the claim. 
(5) If it appears to the judge that a defendant has a good 
defence, or ought to be permitted to defend, and that any 
other defendant has not such defence, and ought not to be 
permitted to defend, the former may be permitted to defend, 
and the plaintiff shall be entitled to have judgment entered 
against t he latter, and may issue execution upon the judgment 
without prejudice to his right to proceed with his action 
against the former. 
(6) Leave to defend may be given unconditionally, or 
subject to such terms as to giving security or otherwise, as 
to the judge may seem just. 
(7) \:Vi thin seven days after making the order, and upon 
good grounds being shown, the judge may set aside or vary 
the order upon such terms as to him may seem just. 1950, 
c. 16, s. 90. 
TRIALS, WITNESSES, EVIDENCE 
91.-(1) \Vhere a trial is to be had the defendant shall 
either personally or by agent appear in the court to answer, 
and, on answer being made, the judge shall without further 
pleading or formal joinder of issue proceed in a summary 
DIVISION COURTS Chap. 106 
way to try t he action and give judgment, and if satisfactory 
proof is not given entitling either party to judgment, he may 
nonsuit the plain ti ff. 
1091 
(2) No evidence shall be g iven of any cause of action except Scope or 
h . . d . I I . d b I I • 'ff evidence. sue as 1s con ta me m tie c aim as entere y t 1e p amt1 , 
unless the judge io the special circumstances of a ny case 
otherwise directs. 1950, c. 16, s. 91. 
92.- (1) The clerk shall place all actions in which the sum Actions 
sought to be recovered exceeds $100 at the foot of the trial over $100. 
list and the judge shall in such cases, unless a n agreement 
not to appeal has been signed and filed as provided by section 
107, take down the evidence in writing or cause the same to 
be taken down in shorthand by a shorthand writer appointed 
under section 18 of Tire County Judges Act, or by some other Rov. stat., 
competent person. c. 76 · 
(2) \Vhere the evidence is taken d own by the judge in Evidence 
. . . h 11 b 1 . . I t I k d . h f takon down wntmg 1t s a e elt wit 1 ti1e c er an m t e event o an by judge. 
application for a new trial it shall be forwarded to the judge 
by the clerk for t he purposes of the application. 
(3) Where the evidence is taken down in shorthand it Snort.hand 
writer's 
shall not be necessary for the shorthand writer to extend or notes. 
transcribe his notes except in the case of an appeal or an 
application for a new trial. 
(4) The fees and expenses of a shorthand writer appointed Fees and 
. . expenses. 
under sectwn 18 of The County Judges Act attendmg for the 
purpose of taking down the evidence as provided in subsection 
1, sha ll be borne and paid in the same manner as the fees and 
expenses of a shorthand writer attending a sittings of a county 
or district court. 1950, c. 16, s. 92. 
93. If the defendant does not appear at the trial or suffi- f~,r~~~~dings 
ciently excuse his absence, or if he neglects to answer, the ddefendatnt 
. oes no 
Judge, on proof of due ser vice of the summons and particulars, :w1iear. 
may proceed with the trial in his absence, and, except where 
the plain tiff's claim is for unliquidated damages in case of the 
personal service of t he summons and of detailed particulars 
of the plaintiff's claim , the judge may, in h is discretion, give 
judgment without further proof. 1950, c. 16, s. 93. 
94, T he j uclge may adjourn the trial of an action, whether Ju~ge may 
· · b · · I • h · h · · . h ad1ourn it 1s erng tnec wit or wit out a Jury, to permit e1t erhenring 
party to summon witnesses or to produce further proof, or to or cause. 
serve o r give any notice necessary to enable him to enter more 
fully into his case or for any cause which the judge thinks 
reasonable, upon such condi tions as to payment of costs and 
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admission of evidence, or otherwise, as to him may seem just. 
1950, c. 16, s. 94. 
95.-(1) A party may obtain from the clerk of any division 
court in the county a subpoena with or without the clause for 
the production of books, papers and documents, requiring any 
witness, resident within Ontario or served with the subpoena 
therein, to attend at a specified court or place before the 
judge, or an arbitrator appointed by him under the provisions 
hereinafter contained, and the clerk, when requested by a partv 
or his agent, shall furnish copies of such subpoena . . 
(2) Any number of names may be inserted in a subpoena, 
and service thereof may be made by any literate person, 
personally or by leaving a copy thereof at the usual place of 
abode of the witness, and proof of service and of tender or 
payment of witness fees and mileage may be received by the 
judge, either orally or by affidavit. 1950, c. 16, s. 95. 
96.-(1) Every person served with a copy of a subpoena 
to or for whom at the time of service a tender or payment of 
his witness fees and mileage has been made, who refuses or 
neglects without sufficient cause to obey the subpoena, and 
every person in court called upon to give evidence who refuses 
to be sworn or to give evidence, shall be liable to pay such 
fine not exceeding $8 as the judge may order, and shall be also 
liable to imprisonment for any time not exceeding 10 days 
on the order of the judge. 
(2) The fine sha ll be levied a nd collected with costs by the 
same process a s a judgment recovered in the court , and the 
whole or a ny part of t he fine , after deducting the cost s, shall 
be applicable , in the discret ion of the judge, towards indemni-
fying the par ty injured by such refu sal or neglect, and the 
remainder shall form part of the Consol idated Revenue F und. 
1950, c. ] 6, s . 96. 
97".- (1) If a par ty is desirous of having a t the trial or 
hearing the test imony of a person residing out of Onta rio, 
the judge, upon hearing t he par ties, may order the issue of a 
commission out of and under the seal of the court to a com-
missione1· to take the examination of such person. 
(2) An order shall not be made for the issue of a commission 
for taking the testimony of the par ty applying therefor, or of 
any person in his employment , unless in t he opinion of the 
judge a saving of expenses will be caused thereby , or unless 
it is d early made to appear that t he party or person is aged , 
infi rm, or unable from sickness to appear as a witness. 
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(3) If it is made to appear to the judge that a material and g~\~0r?~.In 
necessary witness residing in Ontario is sick, aged or infirm, 
or that he is about to leave Ontario, and that his attendance 
as a witness cannot be procured, the judge may make an 
order appointing a suitable person to take his testimony. 
(4) An order may also be obtained for the examination of I<lem. 
a witness who resides in a remote part of Ontario, and at a 
great distance from the place of trial, if it be made to appear 
that his attendance cannot be procured, or that the expense 
of his attendance would be out of proportion to the amount 
involved in the action, or so great that the party desiring his 
attendance should not under the circumstances be required 
to incur the same. 
(5) A copv of the order, with two days notice of the time Srervidce 
J o or er. 
and place of the examination, shall be served upon the oppo-
site party, or his agent, who may appear and cross-examine 
the witness. 
(6) The rules of the Supreme Court, so far as the same are Rulru. s.c.o. 
applicable, shall apply to every commission or order issued 
under this section. 
(7) The costs of the issue, transmission, execution and return costs .or. 
f , , . d I d I h' . comn11ss10n. o any comm1ss10n issue or on er ma e unr er t ts section 
shall be in the discretion of the judge, who may allow a sum 
in gross therefor, and the costs may be added to any other 
costs to be paid to the party entitled thereto, and may be 
recovered in like manner as the ordinary costs of an action. 
1950, c. 16, s. 97. 
98. In an action for a debt or money demand of not more Actmiesi-
than $25, and in case of a defence of set-off or of payment so g~~\rs ~ff 
far as it extends to S25, the judge, on being satisfied of theiraccount. 
general correctness, may receive the plaintiff's, defendant's or 
garnishee's books as evidence, and may also receive as evidence 
the affidavit of any party or witness resident out of the 
county, but may require the party or witness to answer 
written interrogatories upon oath. 1950, c. 16, s. 98. 
99.-(l) In any action, the judge may in his discretion When evi-
. I 'd f f I . . d. . de nee may permit t ie ev1 ence o any person out o t 1e JUrIS 1ct10n, or he givan . 
. f O . b . b ffid . by affidavit. m some remote part o ntano, to e given y a av1t upon 
such terms as to cross-examination, the answering of written 
interrogatories upon oath and the production of books and 
papers for inspection and otherwise as may be deemed 
necessary. 
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(2) \\There in the opinion of the judge expense is unneces-
sarily incurred by reason of any objection of either party to 
the reception of affidavit evidence or by cross-examination 
he may order that party to pay the costs of both parties 
occasioned by the objection. 1950, c. 16, s. 99. 
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of an action as agent for any party thereto. 1950, c. 16, 
s. 100. 
101. The judge shall, in court, openly, and as soon as 
may be after the trial, pronounce his decision; but if he is not 
then prepared to pronounce a decision he may postpone it 
until it is convenient for him to give it, and he shall then 
send it to the clerk, who shall forthwith enter the judgment 
and by registered post notify the parties or their agents thereof. 
1950, c. 16' s. 101. 
102.-(1) The judge may order the times and the propor-
tions in which any sum and costs recovered by judgment shall 
be paid, having regard to section 116. 
(2) Unless otherwise ordered, execution shall not issue 
within 15 days after the entry of judgment, but the judge 
may order the amount of the judgment or any instalment 
thereof to be paid into court. 1950, c. 16, s. 102. 
103.-(1) Unless otherwise provided, the costs of and 
incidental to all actions shall be in the discretion of the judge, 
who shall have full power to determine by whom and to what 
extent costs shall be paid. 
(2) If the judge does not make an order as to costs they 
shall abide the event of the action. 
(3) \Vhere the plaintiff does not appear or does not prove 
his claim, the judge may award to the defendant a sum for 
his trouble and attendance not exceeding what he would b~ 
entitled to if a witness on his own behalf, to be recovered by 
execution. 
(4) Where the plaintiff fails to recover judgment by reason 
of the court not having jurisdiction, the judge shall never-
theless have the power conferred by subsection 1, and the 
recovery of the costs awarded may be enforced by the same 
remedies by which costs of proceedings within the proper 
competence of the court are recoverable. 1950, c. 16, s. 103. 
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104.~(1) Where in an action for more than $100 which is~~unsel 
contested as to liability or quantum, and in the cases men- where act~on 
· d I · b d f · I I' . contested, t1one in causes an co section 108, a counse or so 1c1tor 
has been employed by the successful party in the conduct of 
the cause or defence, the judge may direct that a sum of SS, 
to be increased according to the difficulty and importance of 
the case to not more than S40, or if the case occupies more 
than one day, to not more than $50, be allowed to the success-
ful party and it shall be added to the costs. 
(2) \Vhere in an assessment of damages upon which the ~"s~~;~ment 
defendant does not appear personally or by counsel and in uncontested ; 
which judgment is given for more than SlOO, a counsel or 
solicitor has been employed by the plaintiff, the judge may 
direct that a sum of SS, to be increased according to the 
difficulty and importance of the case to not more than $25, 
be allowed to the plaintiff and it shall be added to the costs. 
(3) 'Where ~ny .party. applies for and obtai?s ~n adjourn- ~"Jj~;rn­
ment in an action mvolvmg more than $100 which 1s contested ment. 
as to liability or quantum, the presiding judge may, if he is 
of opinion that counsel for any of the other parties has been 
unduly inconvenienced by the adjournment, award him a 
counsel fee of $10. 1950, c. 16, s. 104. 
105. \,\There the defendant having disputed the plaintiff's ~?t~~!s~~s 
claim, afterwards and before the opening of the court, con- in certain 
. . . cases. 
lesses judgment or pays the claim so short a time before the 
sittings of the court that the plaintiff cannot in the ordinary 
way be notified thereof, and without such notice the plaintiff 
bona fide and reasonably incurs expenses in procuring wit-
nesses or in attending at court, the judge may order the 
defendant to pay such costs or such portion thereof as to him 
may seem just. 1950, c. 16, s. 105. 
NE"W TRIALS; APPEALS 
106,-(1) Upon application made within 14 days after New trial. 
the trial, or where the decision is not given at the trial 
after the mailing of the notice of the decision to the party 
applying, and upon good grounds being shown, the judge, 
after affording the other parties to the action an opportunity 
to be heard, may grnnt a new trial upon such terms as he 
thinks proper. 
(2) If reasonable excuse for the delay is shown to the Extending 
. f . f I . d h 1· . b d time for sat1s action o tie JU . ge, t e app 1cat1on may e ma e at any application. 
time within 14 days after the expiration of the first-mentioned 
14 days. 
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~b~!f~~~~e (3) Where the summons has not been personally served the 
not effected. application may be made at any time within 14 days 
after the judgment has come to the knowledge of the defendant. 
Jud~me~t on (4) Instead of granting a new trial the J0 udge ma" JXO-npphcat10n • J 
for new trial. nounce the judgment which in his opinion ought to have been 
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pronounced at the trial, and may order judgment to be entered 
accordingly. 
(5) Either upon the application or upon granting a new 
trial the judge may make such order staying proceedings as 
he deems proper. 1950, c. 16, s. 106. 
107. An appeal shall not lie if, before the commencement 
of the trial, there is filed with the clerk an agreement in 
writing not to appeal, signed by the parties or their agents, 
and the judge shall note in his minutes whether the agreement 
was so filed or not, and the minutes shall be conclusive evidence 
upon that point. 1950, c. 16, s. 107. 
108. Subject to section 107 an appeal shall lie to the Court 
of Appeal from the decision of the judge at or after the trial 
or upon an application for a new trial, except in cases where 
a new trial has been granted, 
(a) in an action or garnishee proceeding where the sum 
in dispute exceeds $100, exclusive of costs; 
. (b) in interpleader where the money or the value of the 
goods or chattels claimed or proceeds thereof exceed 
$100, or where the damages claimed by or awarded 
to either part)' against the other or against a bailiff 
exceeds the sum of $60; 
(c) where the parties consent to an appeal; or 
(d) where the effect of the decision is to determine that 
any general assessment made by a mutual insurance 
company is invalid; but the company, unless the 
Court of Appeal otherwise directs, shall pay the 
respondent's costs of the appeal between solicitor 
and client on the county court scale in any event. 
1950, c. 16, s. 108. 
109. \\There a claim and counterclaim arise out of the same 
transaction or occurrence and an appeal is brought from the 
judgment upon either, the judgment upon both shall be 
subject to review by the court. 1950, c. 16, s. 109. 
110.-(1) YVhcre an appeal lies, each party shall, before 
or at the trial, leave with the clerk a memorandum in writing 
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of the name and place of abode of some person resident 
within the county town upon whom the notice of appeal, 
and all other papers thereafter requiring service, may be served 
for him, and service upon such person, or, in his absence, at 
his place of abode, shall be sufficient, and, in the event of 
failure to leave such memorandum, all papers requiring service 
upon the party so failing may be served upon the clerk, or 
left at his office, and the clerk shall forthwith send, by regis-
tered post, all papers so served upon him, to the person entitled 
thereto. 
1097 
(2) Th . t' I II t I t · · J • d' ' l OaBe or 1s sec ton s la no app y o a prov1s1ona JU 1c1a judicial 
district. 1950, c. 16, s. 110. district. 
111. The clerk shall, at the request of the appellant orcerw1e1 
I . 'f 1 I , h d I R . f h proceedwg~. us agent, cert1 y unc er 11s an to t le eg1strar o t e etc .. to be 
Supreme Court at Osgoode Hall, Toronto, the summons with h~;~\~~~~ 
all notices endorsed thereon, the claim, and any notice of 
defence, the evidence and all objections and exceptions 
thereto, and all motions or orders made, granted, or refused 
therein, together with such notes of the judge's charge as may 
have been made, the decision when in writing, or the notes 
thereof, and all affidavits and other papers in the action, and 
shall furnish to the parties, when required so to do, copies of 
the proceedings so certified, or such part thereof as may be 
required, and for every copy he shall be entitled to receive 
five cents for every one hundred words. 1950, c. 16, s. 111. 
112.-(1) The appeal shall be made in the time and manner Appeal. 
prescribed by the rules of court and shall be heard and deter- h·~~nn~:J1e. 
mined by one justice of appeal. 
(2) After the appeal has been set down to be heard, the stay or. 
execution of the judgment appealed from shall be stayed proceedmgs. 
pending the appeal, unless otherwise ordered by a judge of 
the Supreme Court. 1950, c. 16, s. 112. 
113. On an appeal to the Court of Appeal under this Act, Powers and 
h f \ I h h . . duties of t e Court o f ppea shall ave t e same powers and duties as m court or 
an appeal coming before it under The County Courts Act and Appeal. 
the practice and procedure applicable thereto shall mutatis ~e{5. Stat., 
mutandis apply to appeals under this Act. 1950, c. 16, s. 113. 
114. The costs taxable between party and party of and Ta'table 
incidental to an appeal shall be the actual disbursements, and ~g~:af.n 
no greater amount over and above actual disbursements than 
$25 inclusive of counsel fee, and the costs of an appeal between 
solicitor and client shall be taxable on the county court scale. 
1950, c. 16, s. 114. 
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JUDG"IENTS; EXECUTIONS; TRANSCRIPTS 
115.- (1) \Vhere the judge gives judgment or makes an 
order for the payment of money and default is made in pay-
ment of the whole or of any part thereof, the party in whose 
favour the order has been made shall be entitled to execution 
against the goods and chattels and, subject to section 125, 
the land of the party in default. 
(2) The clerk, at the request of the party prosecuting the 
judgment or order, shall issue an execution to a bailiff of the 
court, or to a bailiff of any other court within the county, who 
by virtue thereof shall levy by distress and sale of the goods 
and chattels of the party in default such sum and costs, with 
interest thereon from the date of the order or of the entry of 
the judgment, as have been ordered to be paid and remam 
due, and shall pay the same over to the clerk. 
(3) The bailiff of any division court shall have jurisdiction 
throughout the county to enforce execution and levy by 
distress and sale of the goods and chattels of the debtor the 
amount of any judgment and costs and to carry out all other 
process and proceedings to enforce payment of the judgment, 
and where the limits of a division court include parts of two 
counties such jurisdiction shall apply throughout both of such 
counties, provided that where a bailiff goes outside the limits 
of the division for which he is appointed under this subsection 
he shall not be entitled to any mileage allowance in respect of 
travelling outside of such division. 1950, c. 16, s. 115. 
116. Except where a new trial is granted, the issue of 
execution shall not be postponed for more than 50 days 
from the service of the summons, without the consent of the 
party entitled thereto; but if it is proved to the satisfaction 
of the judge that a party is unable , from sickness or other 
cause, to pay the debt or damages recovered against him, or 
any instalment thereof ordered to be paid, or that for any 
other reason the issue of execution should be further postponed, 
the judge may stay the judgment, order or execution for 
such time and on such terms as he thinks fit, and so from 
time to time until it is proved that the cause of disability has 
ceased. 1950, c. 16, s. 116. 
117. If there are cross judgments between the parties, the 
party who has obtained judgment for the larger sum shall 
have execution for the excess and satisfaction for the remain-
der, and also satisfaction on the judgment for the smaller 
sum shall be entered; and if both sums are equal, satisfaction 
shall be entered upon both judgments. 1950, c. 16, s. 117. 
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118. Except in actions brought under section 65, an Writs ?f 
execution or attachment shall not be executed out of the ~~~i~t~~n6e 
I . . f h h' I h . d f h f executed. 1m1ts o t e county over w ic 1 t e JU ge o t e court rom -
which the same issues has jurisdiction. 1950, c. 16, s. 118. 
119. Where the party against whom an execution has Effect of 
been issued pays or tenders to the clerk or to the bailiff, ~~J~~rI~tn of 
before an actual sale of his goods and chattels, the amount before sale. 
to be levied or so much thereof as the party in whose favour 
the execution has issued agrees to accept in full of his debt, 
together with the fees to be levied, the execution shall there-
upon be superseded, and the bailiff shall withdraw from 
possession. 1950, c. 16, s. 119. 
120.-(1) The clerk, immediately after a return of nutra Notico to 
b h b d . . d . f plaintiff of ona as een ma e to an execut10n issue on a transcript o 1111Ua boira 
' d I II f d b · d I I ' 'ff return. JU gment, s la orwar y reg1stere post to t 1e p amt1 
and to the clerk who issued the transcript a notice informing 
them of the date at which the execution issued, the date at 
which it was returned by the bailiff, and the return made. 
(2) The clerk shall file among the papers in the action the Registration 
ffi · fi f · · d I b f cert.ltlcate post·o ce cert1 cate o registration, an tie a sence rom to be tiled. 
amongst the papers of the certificate shall be prima facie 
evidence against the clerk that the notice was not forwarded. 
1950, C- 16, s. 120. 
121. \\There a memorandum of the amount of a judgment En.forcing 
- "Ii f I - . J • h . . d' . c latms under or cxecut10n or a cert1 Kate o a c aim wit 1m t e JUrts 1ction Rev. stat .. 
of a division court is filed with a sheriff under The Creditors' fri ~~vision 
Relief Act, and the amount is not paid in full, and the sheriff courts. 
is unable to make the money thereon, the creditor may obtain 
from the sheriff a return according to the fact and file the 
same with the clerk of the court in which the judgment was 
recovered, or, in the case of a certificate of a claim, with the 
clerk of the court of the division where the cause of action 
arose, or the debtor, or one of the debtors, if more than one, 
resides, and the clerk shall enter the return in his procedure 
book, and in the latter case the claim shall thereupon become 
a judgment of the court for the unpa id balance due thereon 
appearing by the return, and may be enforced in the same 
manner as a judgment of the division court . 1950, c. 16, 
s. 121. 
192 I I - h d I · · I b h f h . Revivor of M • n t le case ol t e eat 1 ol cit ier or ot o t e partteSjudgmont in 
· d ! · J 1· h · d I case of death to a JU gment, t 1e party m w 1ose avour t e JU gment ms of party. 
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been entered, or his personal rep1-esentative in case of his 
death, may in the prescribed form revive the judgment against 
the other party, or his persona l representative in case of his 
death, and may issue execution thereon. 1950, c. 16, s. 122. 
123.- (1) Every execution against goods shall bear the 
date of its issue and shall be returnable immediately after 
the execution thereof, and, if unexecuted shall remain in 
force for three months, unless renewed, but may be renewed 
from time to time in the prescribed manner by the clerk at 
the instance of the execution creditor for six months from the 
date of the renewal. 
(2) The execution so renewed shall have effect and be 
entitled to priority according to the time of the original 
delivery thereof to the bailiff. 1950, c. 16, s. 123. 
124. Where the judge is satisfied by the oath of the 
execution creditor or by other testimony that he will be in 
danger of losing the amount of the judgment if compelled to 
wait until the day appointed for the payment thereof before 
an execution can issue, the judge may order an execution to 
issue at such time as he may deem just. 1950, c. 16, s. 124. 
125.-(1) \\/here the sum remaining unsatisfied on a 
judgment amounts to $40 or upwards, the judgment creditor 
shall be entitled to an execution against the land of the 
judgment debtor, and the clerk, at the request of the party 
prosecuting the judgment, sha ll issue an execution against the 
land of the judgment debtor directed to the sheriff of a ny 
county. 
(2) The execution shall have the same force and effect as 
an execution issued from a county court. 
(3) Where an execution against lands has been placed in 
the hands of the sheriff he sha II give notice thereof to the 
judgment debtor by registered letter addressed to him at his 
present or last known residence. 
Sheriff's (4) The sheriff shall make a return thereof and pay any 
return to be 
made to money made thereon to the clerk of the court out of which 
clerk. the execution issued. 
Further. (5) Until the judgment is fully satisfied , the execution proceedrngs . 
by ~xecutlon creditor may pursue the same remedy for the recovery thereof 
creditor. 'f h · d h d b b · d · h 
Duration 
a nd renewal 
of writ. 
as i t e JU gment a een o tame 111 t e county court. 
(6) The writ, if unexecuted, shall remain in force for three 
years only from its issue unless renewed , but may be renewed 
from time to time in the prescribed manner by the clerk at 
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the instance of the execution creditor for three years from the 
date of the renewal. 
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(7) The execution may be renewed by being marked on Formal 
I · · I d · d b h 1 k · effect of t 1e margm wit 1 a memoran um s1gne y t e c er statmg renewal. 
the day, month and year of the renewal, and a writ so re-
newed shall have effect and be entitled to priority according 
to the time of the original delivery thereof to the sheriff. 
(8) The production of an execution purporting to be marked ~~~~~~f.0 of 
with the memorandum shall be prima fade evidence of its 
having been renewed. 
(9) The sheriff shall be entitled to the same fees as upon a Fe~ts on. 
. f . . l d . d f wn against 
wnt o execut10n aga111st an issue rom a county court. lands. 
(10) Where land is on hand for want of buyers a sheriff ~0f1~~c~le 
to whom the execution is directed may endorse thereon a execution. 
return of "land on hand for want of buyers" and shall return 
a certificate of the endorsement to the clerk of the division 
court from whose office the execution issued in lieu of the 
writ, and the endorsement and the certificate so returned 
shall be deemed a return of the writ, and thereupon a writ of 
ve11ditioni exponas may be issued by the clerk for the sale 
of the land and the original execution shall remain in force 
for the residue. 1950, c. 16, s. 125. 
126, The bailiff, after making a seizure under an execution Baliff after 
. d h ll d h h d . I . seizure of agamst goo s, s a en orse t ereon t e ate ol t 1e seizure, goods to 
and shall immediately and at least eight days before the time ~~~~f:~r~ato 
appointed for the sale put up at three of the most public ~~ac~i~1salo. 
places in the division where any property liable to be sold 
under the execution has been taken, public notice, signed by 
himself, of the time and place within the division when and 
where it will be exposed for sale, and the notice shall describe 
the property taken. 1950, c. 16, s. 126. 
127, The property so taken shall not be sold until the Goods not 
· · f · h d l f h · I f to be sold exp1rat1on 0 e1g t ays at east a ter t e seizure t iereo 'unt.il ewht 
unless upon the request in writing under the hand of the ~e~~~r~.ter 
party whose property has been seized. 1950, c. 16, s. 127. 
128. ·where a bailiff has seized property under an execu- Famtr;;i 
tion or attachment and the action is afterwards settled a~~1o';; en 
b h . h d f d k . !!ettled. etween t e parties, or t e e en ant ma ·es an assignment 
for the general benefit of his creditors, the bailiff, until his 
fees and disbursements are fully satisfied, shall have a lien 
therefor upon so much of the property as will reasonably 
satisfy the same; but in the event of a dispute as to the 
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proper amount of the fees and disbursements, the amount 
claimed therefor may be paid into court until the proper 
amount is certified by the judge, and on such payment into 
court the lien shall cease. 1950, c. 16, s. 128. 
Transcript of 
unsatisfled judgment. 
129.-(1) The clerk, upon the application of a person 
having an unsatisfied judgment in his favour, shall prepare 
a transcript of the judgment in the prescribed form, and shall 
send the same to the clerk of any other division court, whether 
in the same or in any other county, with the certificate at the 
foot thereof signed by him, sealed with the seal of the co1u-t, 
and addressed to the clerk of the court to whom it is to be 
sent, stating the amount unpaid upon the judgment, the date 
at which the same was recovered, and the post-office address 
of the person applying for the transcript, and the clerk to 
whom the certificate is addressed shall, on the receipt of the 
transcript and certificate, enter the transcript and the amount 
due on the judgment according to the certificate in a book 
to be kept in his office for the purpose, and all proceedings 
may be taken for enforcing the judgment in such last-men-
tioned court. 
Proceedings 
stayed. 
Judgment 
sun1n1ons. 
Judgmen t 
sumn1ons, 
issue of. 
(2) After a transcript has been issued under this section, 
no further proceedings shall be had in the court from which 
the transcript issued without an order from the judge, unless 
the person who obtained the transcript, or his agent, makes and 
files with the clerk an affidavit stating, 
(a) that the judgment remains unsatisfied in whole or 
in part; 
(b) that the execution issued out of the court to which 
the transcript was sent has been returned nulla 
bona, or that he believes the judgment debtor has 
not sufficient goods in the division of that court to 
satisfy the judgment, 
and upon the affidavit being filed, the clerk may issue such 
other process as the applicant may be entitled to and may 
direct. 1950, c. 16, s, 129. 
JUDGMENT SUM'.\IONS; SHOW CAUSE SU:\U.IONS 
130.-(1) A party having an unsatisfied judgment may 
procure from the court out of which execution might issue, 
if the judgment debtor resides or carries on business within 
the limits of that court, a judgment summons. 
(2) \Vhere a judgment debtor resides or carries on business 
within the limits of a city where there are two or more division 
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courts having territorial jurisdiction within the limits of the 
city, a judgment summons may issue out of any such court 
in which the judgment has been recovered or in which a 
transcript of judgment has been entered. 
1103 
(3) Before the summons is issued the judgment creditor, Affid.av~t 
or his agent, shall make and file with the clerk an affidavit b~~g:~e 
• judgment 
statmg, summons. 
(a) that the judgment remains unsatisfied in whole or 
in part; and 
(b) in the case of a second or subsequent summons that 
the deponent believes that the judgment debtor 
sought to be examined is able to pay the amount 
due in respect of the judgment or some part thereof, 
or that he has rendered himself liable to be committed 
to jail under this Act. 
(4) The summons shall be served personally upon the Ex.amination 
· d · d b of Judg111ent JU gmen t debtor at least eight ays efore the return clay, debtor. 
and if he appears he may be examined upon oath as to any 
and what debts are owing to him and touching his estate 
and effects, and the manner and circumstances under which 
he contracted the debt or incurred the damages or liability 
which formed the subject of the action, and as to the means 
and expectation he then had, and as to the property and 
means he still has of discharging the judgment debt, and as 
to the disposal he has made of any property. 
(5) The party obtaining the summons and all witnesses Ex~min~tion 
h h . I h" k , . b . d of \\tt.mi-ses. w om t e JUC ge t m s reqms1te may e examme upon 
oath, touching the inquiries . 
(6) The examination shall not be held in open court unless Place. of . 
the judge so directs. examination· 
(7) After the examination of upon written consent signed ~:i~~e::itto 
by the judgment debtor or his solicitor the judge may make 
such order as to payment of the judgment and as to the time 
and manner thereof as he deems proper. 
(8) The costs of the summons and of all proceedings Costs. 
thereon shall be costs 111 the action, unless the judge other-
wise directs. 
(9) If f h . . l . d c1· . h Part~· , a ter t e exammat1on, tie JU ge 1sm1Sses t eexami!ted 
f h . I I Jl . f and d1s-summons, no urt er JU( gment summons s ia issue out o charged not 
the same court against the judgment debtor at the suit of ~~n~~1~~~~~ 
1104 
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the same or any other creditor for a period of six months 
except upon an affidavit satisfying the judge that since the 
examination the party has acquired the means of paying or 
that he did not then make a full disclosure of his estate, 
effects and debts upon the examination. 1950, c. 16, s. 130. 
131.-(1) A party who has examined a judgment debtor 
under a judgment summons may procure a show cause 
summons from the court out of which the judgment summons 
issued where the judgment creditor or his agent makes and 
files with the clerk of the court an affidavit deposing, 
(a) the particulars of the judgment and the amount 
thereof that remains unsatisfied; 
(b) the particulars of the examination upon the judg-
ment summons and of the order for payment that 
was made; and 
(c) that the judgment debtor is in default under the 
order for a period of not less than 14 days and the 
particulars thereof. 
(2) The summons shall be served personally upon the 
judgment debtor at least eight days before the return day 
and if he appears he may be examined upon oath as to his 
default under the order for payment. 
(3) At the hearing the judge shall determine whether the 
default under the order for payment has been wilful. 
(4) '~'here the judge finds that the default has been wilful 
he may commit the judgment debtor under section 132 for 
contempt of court. 
(5) Where the judge finds that the default was not wilful 
the judgment debtor may he examined as upon a judgment 
summons and the judge may make an order accordingly. 
1950, c. 16, s. 131. 
132. If the party summoned, 
(a,) does not attend as required by the summons, or at 
any subsequent date to which the hearing or examina-
tion is adjourned, or give a sufficient reason for not 
attending; or 
(b) attends and ref uses to be sworn or to answer such 
questions as in the opinion of the judge are r>roper, 
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or, if it appears to the judge, by the examination of the 
party or by other evidence, that he, 
(c) obtained credit from the judgment creditor or in~ 
curred the debt or liability under false pretences, or 
by means of fraud or breach of trust; or 
(d) has made or caused to be made any gift, delivery or 
transfer of any property, or has removed or concealed 
the same with intent to defraud his creditors or any 
of them; or 
(e) had, when or since judgment was obtained against 
him, sufficient means and ability to pay the debt 
or damages or costs recovered against him, either 
altogether or by the instalments which the court, 
in which the judgment was obtained, ordered, with-
out depriving himself or his family of the means of 
living, and that he has wilfully refused or neglected 
to make payment as ordered, 
the judge may order him to be co111mitted to the common 
jail of the county in which he resides or carries on business, 
for any period not exceeding 40 days. 1950, c. 16, s. 132. 
1105 
133. A party failing to attend in answer to a judgment ~~'ah;igarty 
summons or show cause summons shall not be liable to be ~ommltted 
committed for the default, unless the judge is satisfied thatai~e1:i~~-nce. 
his non-attendance is wilful. 1950, c. 16, s. 133. 
134.-(1) Where a judge has ordered a judgment debtor Enforce-
to be committed to jail, the order shall be enforced by the ~~~~~?{ta! 
bailiff unless the judge directs that the judgment debtor ordor. 
appear before him at a named time and place to explain his 
contempt in which case notice thereof shall be sent to the 
judgment debtor by registered post. 
(2) \;'\There the judgment debtor appears to explain his Appearance 
contempt, to explain contempt. 
(a.) if the judge is of opinion that the default was wilful 
he shall order the bailiff to enforce the warrant of 
commitment; and 
(b) if the judge is of opinion that the defaµlt was not 
wilful he shall order the judgment debtor to attend 
for examination at the next sittings of the court to 
be held for the hearing of judgment summonses and 
in the event that the judgment debtor does not so 
1106 
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attend the judge presiding at the sittings may order 
that he be forthwith committed to jail. 
(3) Where the judgment debtor does not appear at the 
time and place named in the notice, the judge may direct 
that the warrant of commitment be enforced. 1950, c. 16, 
s. 134. 
135. \Vhere at the hearing upon a judgment summons or 
show cause summons it appears to the judge by the examina-
tion of the party, or otherwise, that he ought not to have 
been summoned, or if the judgment creditor or his agent does 
not appear, the judge may award the party summoned com-
pensation for his trouble and attendance, to be recovered 
against the judgment creditor in the same manner as a judg-
ment of the court. 1950, c. 16, s. 135. 
~~i:{~~~1~1~~t. 136.~(1) Where an order of commitment has been made, 
the clerk shall issue, under the seal of the court, a warrant 
of commitment directed to the bailiff of any court within the 
county, upon which shall be endorsed a memorandum of the 
amount due under the judgment, and the bailiff may, by 
virtue of the warrant, take the party and deliver him to the 
keeper of the jail in which he has been directed to be im-
prisoned. 
Constables, 
etc., to 
execute 
warrants. 
When debtor 
in custod~' 
shall be 
discha tgcd. 
(2) All constables and other peace officers within their 
respective jurisdictions shall aid in the execution of the 
warrant, and the keeper of the jail shall receive and keep the 
party therein until discharged under this Act, or otherwise, 
in due course of law. 1950, c. 16, s. 136. 
137. A party shall be discharged out of custody, 
(a) by order of the judge; or 
(o) at the expiration of the time prescribed in the warrant 
of commitment. 1950, c. 16, s. 137. 
Alteration 138.-(1)· The judge may rescind or alter the order for 
of order d · b for payment; payment ma e upon a Judgment summons or s ow cause 
summons and make any further or other order for the payment 
of the debt or damages recovered and costs forthwith, or by 
instalments, or in any other manner that he thinks reasonable. 
~~~~1u~1ent. (2) The judge m.ay rescind or alte~ or stay the operation of 
any order of commitment made by him, whether or not it has 
been acted on. 1950, c. 16, s. 138. 
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1.39.~(1) A party having a~ unsatisfied judgmen.t against ~~'li~~~;tion 
an incorporated company may issue a summons calling upon of company. 
any officer of the company to attend before the judge and sub-
mit to examination as to the property and assets of the 
company and its dealings with them and if the person sum-
moned fails to attend or to submit to examination he shall be 
liable to be committed to the common jail for any period not 
exceeding 40 days. 
(2) The summons shall be issued and served as nearly as Summons. 
may be in the same manner as in the case of a summons to a 
judgment debtor. 1950, c. 16, s. 139. 
14:0. Imprisonment under this Act shalt not extinguish the Debt not 
judgment or affect any order for payment which has been made !~t\;guishod 
or protect the judgment debtor from being summoned anew ~~i;~~ent. 
and imprisoned for any new fraud or other default rendering 
him liable to be imprisoned, or deprive the judgment creditor 
of the right to execution on his judgment. 1950, c. 16, s. 140. 
GARNISHEE PROCEEDINGS 
141. For the purposes of garnishee proceedings under this Int_erpre-tat1on. Act, 
(a) money which is earned or owing, although not yet 
due or payable, is deemed to be "owing or accruing"; 
and 
(b) a reference to the amount of the judgment creditor's 
judgment or the plaintiff's claim or words of like 
import is deemed to include the amount of costs 
which have been incurred. 1950, c. 16, s. 141. 
142.~(1) After judgment has been recovered, the clerk Garnishee 
of the court in which the judgment was recovered or the clerkt~~e;ment. 
of the court to which the judgment has been transcripted shall, 
upon the filing of an affidavit as required by subsection 2, 
issue a direction to garnishee directing that all debts owing or 
accruing to the judgment debtor be attached to satisfy the 
judgment. 
(2) Upon the making of the application there shall be Mat!lria! on 
fil d · h I [ k ffi I · · appl1cation. e wit t 1e c er an a ( av1t statmg, 
(a) the date and amount of the judgment and the amount 
remaining unsatisfied; 
(b) that the deponent has reason to believe that the 
person sought to be named as garnishee, 
1108 
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(i) resides or carries on business in the county 
where the court is located, and 
(ii) is indebted to the judgment debtor; 
(c) where the judgment creditor intends to effect service 
of the direction by prepaid registered post, the 
address where the judgment debtor and garnishee 
reside or carry on business; and 
(d) where the judgment creditor seeks to obtain a direc-
tion to garnishee in respect of wages and without 
exemption, that the debt was incurred for board or 
lodging or that the judgment debtor is an unmarried 
person having no one dependent upon him for 
support. 
(3) The direction to garnishee which shall be in the pre-
scribed form and the affidavit used upon the application 
therefor shall be prepared, 
(a) where the judgment creditor has a solicitor or agent, 
by the solicitor or agent; and 
(b) where the judgment creditor has not a solicitor or 
agent, by the judgment creditor or, if he so requests, 
by the clerk of the court. 1950, c. 16, s. 142. 
143. The following notices shall appear upon every direc-
tion to garnishee: 
A 
NOTICE TO GARNISHEE 
Within ten days after the mailing to you or personal service upon 
you of this direction you are required to either, 
(a) pay to the clerk of the court the amount owing or accruing 
from you to the judgment debtor or sufficient thereof to 
satisfy the judgment of the judgment creditor including 
costs; or 
(b) file with the clerk of the court a statement signed by you 
stating, 
(i) that at the time of the receipt by you of this direc· 
tion to garnishee there was no money owing or 
accruing from you to the judgment debtor, and 
(ii) where you rely upon a statutory or other defence or 
set·off, the particulars thereof. 
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Where an amount less than the amount of the judgment debt is 
paid to the clerk of the court, you are required to file with the clerk 
a statement signed by you in explanation thereof. 
Upon your default in complying with the requirement above set out 
the judgment creditor may apply to the court for judgment against 
you, the garnishee, for an amount equal to the unpaid portion of his 
judgment against the judgment debtor and for his costs. 
Where the amount sought to be garnished is wages this notice shall 
be read subject to the provisions of The Wages Act. 
B 
NOTICE TO JUDGMENT DEBTOR 
At any time within ten days after the mailing to or personal service 
upon you of this direction you may dispute this direction to garnishee 
or any of the statements therein contained by filing with the clerk 
of the court a notice setting out the particulars of your dispute. 
c 
NOTICE TO ALL PARTIES TO Tms 
PROCEEDING 
Any of the parties to this proceeding, that is to say, any judgment 
creditor, judgment debtor or garnishee, may in writing request the 
clerk of the court to place it upon the trial list in order that the rights 
of any such party may be determined. 
19.50, c. 16, s. 143. 
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144.-(1) The direction to garnishee shall be served upon service of 
both the judgment debtor and the garnishee as soon as may ~~rr~i~~~~-to 
be convenient, and in any event not more than 1.5 days after 
its issue. 
(2) Service may be effected, 
(a.) by personal service; or 
(b) by registered post mailed to each or either of them 
at the address set out in the affidavit referred to m 
section 142. 1950, c. 16, s. 144. 
?viethod of 
service. 
145. Service upon the garnishee of the direction to gar- Effect of 
nishee shall have the effect, subject to the rights of other service. 
persons, of attaching and binding in his hands all debts then 
owing or accruing from him to the judgment debtor and pay-
ment by the garnishee into court of the debt so attached to 
the extent to which the judgment is unsatisfied shall be to 
that extent a discharge of such debt. 1950, c. 16, s. 145. 
146, Subject to any request for a hearing by a judge, Payment 
money paid into court by a garnishee pursuant to a direction out. 
to garnishee shall, upon the filing with the clerk of an affidavit 
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proving service upon the judgment debtor of the direction 
to garnishee, be paid out to the judgment creditor but no such 
payment to the judgment c redi tor sha ll be made until 15 
days after the date of such service. 1950, c . 16, s. 146. 
Pa~nbe1~t. to 147. Payment by the garnishee after service on him of the ~~l~na~~· direction to garnishee, otherwise t han into court, except by 
creditor void. . · . . leave of the Judge, shall, to the extent of the Judgment credi-
Hearing 
re<111ired . 
Disposition 
at hearing. 
Defences of 
garnlsliee. 
Adver$e 
claims. 
tor's claim and costs, be void, and the garn ishee shall be liable 
to again make payment, to the extent of the judgment 
creditor's claim, unless the judge otherwise orders. 1950, 
c. 16, s . 147. 
148.- (1) \~7here any party requests the clerk in writing 
to place the proceeding upon the tria l list, the clerk shall 
place it upon the list for the first court day in respect of which 
notice as herein required may be given and a t least l 0 days 
prior to such day shall mail notice thereof by prepaid regis-
tered post to each of the parties to the proceeding. 
(2) Upon the hearing, the judge sha ll determine the matter 
in a summary manner and make such order as he deems fit 
and where the garnishee has defaulted under the notice 
lettered A set out in section 143 he may give judgment m 
favour of the judgment creditor against the garnishee. 
(3) Upon a hearing, in determining any question of liability 
as between the judgment debtor a nd the garnishee, the judge 
shall have regard to any statutory or other defence or set-off 
which has been set up by the garnishee. 1950, c. 16, s. 148. 
149. Where a person other than the judgment creditor or 
judgment debtor claims to be entitled to the debt owing or 
accruing from the garnishee or any part thereof by assign-
ment or otherwise, the judge, a fter notice to all persons 
interested, may inquire into and decide upon the claim, and 
where there is more than one cla im decide upon the priority 
v in which the respective claims a re entit led to rank on the debt 
as the justice of the case may require. 1950, c. 16, s . 149. 
Costs where 150. \¥here a direction to garnishee has been issued and garnlshee . unsucce~sful. no moneys are realized thereon the costs thereof shall not be 
OarnlsJ1ee 
before judgment. 
costs against the judgment debtor unless the judge, who may 
give his direction upon an ex parte application, otherwise 
directs. 1950, c. 16, s. 150. 
151.- (1) ·where a judgment has not been recovered a 
plaintiff in an action in which a debt or money demand 
summons may be issued may cause to be issued out of the 
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court of the division in which the garnishees, or one of them 
if they are joint garnishees, reside or carry on business, a 
garnishee summons with the particulars of his claim against 
the defendant with reasonable certainty and detail attached 
thereto or endorsed thereon. 
1111 
(2) As between the plaintiff and the defendant the garnishee s ummons 
summons shall be deemed a debt or money demand summons, ~~e~ed 
and the provisions of this Act applicable to a debt or money ~ob~e~·r 
demand summons and proceedings thereon shall apply. ~~~~1n0~s. 
(3) A copy of the garnishee summons and particulars shall :i~~~gn~~ 
be served on the defendant and on the garnishee in the manner 
provided for the service of a summons in other actions. 1950, 
c. 16, s. 151. 
152. A garnishee summons shall be in the same form as a Forn~ or garnishee 
summons to a defendant but, summons. 
(a) the name of the garnishee shall appear in the style 
of cause; and 
(b) the following notice shall appear thereon: 
NoncE TO GARNISHEE 
Within ten days of the service upon you of this summons you are 
required to either, 
(a) pay to the clerk of the court the amount owing or accruing 
from you to the defendant or sufficient thereof to sa tisfy the 
claim of the plaintiff including costs; or 
(b) file with the clerk of the court a statement signed by you 
stating, 
(i) that at the time of the receipt by you of this sum-
mons there was no money owing or accruing from 
you to the defendant, and 
(ii) where you rely upon a statutory or other defence or 
set-off, the particulars thereof. 
Where a n amount less than the amount of the judgment debt is paid 
to the clerk of the court, you are required to file with the clerk a 
statement signed by you in explanation thereof. 
Upon your default in complying with the requirements above set 
out the plaintiff may apply to the court for judgment against you, 
the garnishee, for an amount equal to th! unpaid portion of any 
judgment he may recover in this action against the defendant and for 
his costs. 
1950, c. 16, s. 152. 
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153. Service upon the garnishee of a garnishee summons 
shall have the same effect and consequence as service of a 
direction to garnishee. 1950, c. 16, s. 153. 
154.-(1) Where judgment is obtained against the defen-
dant under sections 88, 89 or 90, or is obtained at the trial, 
or where judgment is not then given, on proof of the service 
on the defendant of a copy of the garnishee summons and 
particulars, and of the debt due and owing by the defendant, 
the judge, on proof of the amount owing or accruing due to 
the defendant from the garnishee, may give judgment against 
the garnishee in the prescribed form for the amount so owing 
or accruing from him or sufficient thereof to satisfy the claim 
of the plaintiff and costs, which sum the garnishee shall pay 
into court towards the satisfaction of the claim and costs, 
and, in default, execution may issue therefor, if due, or as it 
becomes due, or at such later period as the judge may order. 
(2) \Vhere the garnishee in a statement signed by him and 
filed with the clerk of the court sets up a statutory or other 
defence or set-off, he shall be given notice of a hca1·ing at which 
he may furnish proof of such defence or set-off before judgment 
is given against him. 1950, c. 16, s. 154, 
155. Where a person other than the plaintiff or defendant 
claims to be entitled to the debt owing or accruing from the 
garnishee or any part ·thereof by assignment or otherwise, 
the judge, after notice to all persons interested, may inquire 
into and decide upon the claim and, where there is more than 
one claim, decide upon the priority in which the respective 
claims are entitled to rank on the debt as the justice of the 
case may require. 1950, c. 16, s. 155. 
CONSOLIDATION ORDERS 
t,~1~;~1~~n~ 15~·:-:- ( 1) A ju?gmen t debtor. against ~vt:om. more than 
dation order. one d1v1s10n court JUdgment remams unsatisfied m whole or 
in part may apply to the judge of the court of the division 
in which he resides for a consolidation order. 
:Material r.n 
application. (2) Upon the application, the judgment debtor shall file 
his own affidavit setting forth, 
(a) the names and addresses of the creditors who have 
obtained judgment against him in a division court, 
the date, amount and other particulars of each 
judgment, and the amount that he owes to each such 
judgment creditor ; 
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(b) the amount of his income from all sources, naming 
them; 
(c) his business or occupation, and the address of his 
employer; 
(d) a statement of his family or like obligations and of 
any other relevant facts. 
1113 
(3) Upon the application the judge may make a consolida-~ii~,~~t;~on 
tion order ex parte or may give such directions as to notice upon notice. 
as he deems fit. 
(4) Before making a consolidation order the judge shall gg~gfta­
determine the average weekly income of the judgment debtor amounts. 
for the three-month period immediately prior to the making 
of the application, making all proper allowances where the 
occupation is of a seasonal nature and shall order the follow-
ing amounts, calculated to the nearest dollar, to be paid into 
court under the consolidation order, subject always to any 
variation which, because of extenuating or other special 
circumstances, the judge may deem proper, 
(a) fifteen per cent of the average weekly income where 
the average weekly income does not exceed $30; 
(b) twenty per cent of the average weekly income 
where the average weekly income exceeds $30 and 
does not exceed $40; 
(c) twenty-five per cent of the average weekly income 
where the average weekly income exceeds S40 and 
docs not exceed SSO; 
(d) thirty per cent of the average weekly income where 
the average weekly income exceeds $50. 
(S) A consolidation order shall set out, 
(a.) a list of the division court judgments outstanding 
against the judgment debtor indicating in each case 
the date, court and amount and the amount still 
outstanding; 
(b) the amounts to be paid into court by the judgment 
debtor under the consolidation order; and 
(c) the times of such payments. 1950, c. 16, s. 156. 
Particulars 
of order. 
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157 .-(1) The original consolidation order shall be filed 
with the clerk of the court in which it is made and a copy 
thereof, certified by such clerk, may be filed by the judgment 
debtor in any other division court. 
5g~s~~~~~nt. (2) Upon the filing of the original consolidation order the 
clerk shall open a consolidation account in the name of the 
judgment debtor and shall credit thereto all payments made 
under the consolidation order. 1950, c. 16, s. 157. 
Object.ion 
by ere dit or. 
Judge's 
deter-
mination. 
Judgment 
after order. 
Stay of pro-
ceedings. 
Effect. of 
order. 
Default.. 
158.-(1) \\There any judgment creditor objects to the 
amount directed to be paid or to any other judgment creditor 
being included in the consolidation order, he may apply to the 
judge for an appointment to determine the matter. 
(2) Notice of the appointment shall be mailed by prepaid 
registered post to such persons as the judge may direct, and 
upon the appointment the judge shall deal with the matter 
in a summary manner, and his determination shall be final. 
1950, c. 16, s. 158. 
159. \\There any person obtains a judgment after the date 
of the consolidation order, he may deliver to the clerk of the 
court in charge of the consolidation order a notice of his 
judgment and his name shall forthwith be added to the 
consolidation order, and he shall thereafter share in the dis-
tribution under the consolidation order. 1950, c. 16, s. 159. 
160. A judgment debtor in respect of whom a consolidation 
order has been made may, either before default has occurred 
or not later than the tenth day after default has occurred, 
apply to the judge for a stay of proceedings and upon notice 
of the hearing being mailed to all judgment creditors, or such 
of them as the judge may direct, by registered post, the 
judge shall hear the application and may by order grant 
such stay of proceedings as he deems fit or may dismiss the 
application. 1950, c. 16, s. 160. 
161.-(1) Subject to subsection 2, no garnishee summons 
and no proceedings subsequent to judgment shall be taken or 
continued against the judgment debtor named therein in a 
division court in which a consolidation order or a certified 
copy thereof is filed. 
(2) \Vhere a judgment debtor is in default under a con-
solidation order for a period of 20 days the consolidation 
order shall, subject to any order under section 160 which 
may have been made prior to such date, be ipso facto termi-
nated and any judgment creditor named in the consolidation 
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order may obtain from the clerk of the court in which the 
consolidation order was made a certificate of termination 
for the purpose of filing it in any court in which a copy of the 
consolidation order is filed. 1950, c. 16, s. 161. 
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162.-(1) All moneys paid to a consolidation account Property 
h JI b I h . d d' d . I I'd in moneys. s a e ong tot e JU gment ere 1tors name Ill t le conso 1 a-
tion order who shall share pro rata in the distribu~ion of the 
moneys. 
(2) The clerk shall distribute the moneys paid into the Distribution. 
consolidation account on account of the judgments at least 
once every three months, and at the time of distribution shall 
send to each creditor a distribution sheet showing the total 
amount paid, and the distribution thereof. 
(3) The distribution shall be on a pro rata. basis according Btis ts of 
I f I f h . d fil d . h h I k dis t.ribut.ion. to t 1e a mount o eac 1 o t e JU gments e wit t e c er , 
or as nearly so as is practicable to the nearest dollar. 
(4) The clerk shall be entitled to a fee of ten per cent of ~:;tor 
the amount paid in of which amourit five per cent sha ll be 
charged to the judgment creditors and five per cent to the 
judgment debtor. 
(5) The amount of excise stamps and postage shall be Excise 
deducted from the amounts paid to the judgment creditors. t~"s't'J:i'!;. 
1950, c. 16, s. 162. 
ADSCONDING DEBTORS 
163. Where a person indebted in a sum not less than S4, ~Y:::-~hg1te~t~ 
either for debt or damages arising upon a contract, and 
recoverable in or upon a judgment of a division court, 
(a) absconds from Ontario, leaving personal property 
liable to seizure under execution for debt in any 
county; or 
(b) attempts to remove such personal property out of 
Ontario or from one county to another therein 
with intent to defraud; or 
(c) keeps concealed to avoid service of process, 
the clerk of any division court, upon the application of the 
creditor, and upon his filing an affidavit in the prescribed 
form made by him, his agent or servant, shall issue a warrant 
in the prescribed form, directed to the bailiff of the court 
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from which the same issued, or to a constable of the county, 
commanding him to attach, seize, take and safely keep all the 
personal estate and effects of such person within the county, 
liable to seizure under execution for debt, or a sufficient part 
thereof to secure the sum mentioned in the warrant with costs, 
and to return the warrant forthwith to the court. 1950, 
c. 16, s. 163. 
When county 164. The affidavit mentioned in section 163 ma\_' be taken judge or 
'tiu1 sticc of before a judge or a justice of the peace, and, upon the filing . ie peace · • 
may issue thereof with l11m, he may issue a warrant under his hand and 
attachments, I . h f . d . . 163 d I h JI f I etc, sea m t e onn rnent1one 111 section , an 1e s a ort 1-
Bailiff or 
constable to 
seize and 
make 
inveritory. 
Proceedings 
mav be 
cotitinued in 
same court. 
Proceedings 
commenced 
before 
attachment. 
Pro pert~· 
at.tached 
ma\• be 
sota under 
execution. 
Plaintiff not 
to divide 
cause of 
action. 
with transmit the afi1davit to the clerk of the court within 
whose division the same was taken, to be by him filed. 1950, 
c. 16, s. 164. 
165. Upon receipt of a warrant by the bailiff or constable, 
and upon being paid his lawful fees, including the fees for 
appraisement, he shall forthwith execute the warrant, and 
make a true inventory of all the estate and effects which he 
seizes and takes by virtue thereof, and shall, within 24 hours 
after seizure, call to his aid two freeholders, who, being first 
sworn by him to appraise the estate and effects seized, shall 
then appraise the same, and the bailiff or constable shall 
forthwith return the inventory attached to the appraisement 
to the clerk. 1950, c. 16, s. 165. 
166. In an action commenced by attachment the proceed-
ings may be conducted to judgment and execution in the court 
of the division within which the warrant issued. 1950, c. 16, 
s. 166. 
167. \:Vhere proceedings have been commenced before the 
issue of an attachment they may be continued to judgment 
and execution in the court in which the proceedings were com-
menced. 1950,c.16,s.167. 
168. The property attached upon a warrant of attach-
ment shall be liable to seizure and sale under the execution 
to be issued upon the judgment, and if the property was 
perishable and has been sold, the proceeds thereof shall be 
applied in satisfaction of the judgment. 1950, c. 16, s. 168_ 
169. A plaintiff shall not divide a cause of action into two 
or more actions for the purpose of bringing the same within 
the provisions of sections 163 to 168, but a plaintiff having 
a cause of action for which, but for the amount of the claim, 
an attachment might be issued may abandon the excess, 
and the judgment shall be a full discharge of all demands 
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in respect of the cause of action, and the entry of judgment 
shall be made accordingly. 1950, c. 16, s. 169. 
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170. Subject to The Absconding Debtors Act, where there Iftsevheral t 
, a" ac men s 
are several attachments agamst a party, the proceeds of the issued. 
h d h II b 'd h h' Rev. Stat., property attac e s a not e pai over to t e attac mg c. i. 
creditors according to priority, but shall be rateably distri-
buted among such of them as obtain judgment against the 
debtor, in proportion to the amounts actually due upon their 
judgments, and no distribution shall take place until, in the 
opinion of the judge, reasonable time has been allowed to the 
creditors to proceed to judgment. 1950, c. 16, s. 170. 
171. \.Vhere the proceeds of the property are insufficient to If goods 
. f h I . f JI l h' d' d' J JI rnsufflctent sat1s y t e c aims o a t 1e attac mg ere 1tors, a ere 1tor s la t.o sat.isf~, 
not be allowed to share unless he sued out his attachment 01ainis.of all 
' attachrng 
and gave notice thereof to the clerk of the court out of which creditors. 
the first attachment issued or into which it was returnable, 
within one month next after the issue of the first attachment. 
1950,c.16,s.171. 
172.-(1) Where property is attached under sections 163 Goods seized 
. . by constable 
to 171 by a constable, it shall be forthwith handed over toto be 
the bailiff of the court out of which the warrant of attachment ?i1t';.Wif 
issued, or into which it was made returnable. 
(2) Property attached by a bailiff under sections 163 to Custody. of 
17 d h d I . d h' d b · l goods seized 1, an t e property e ivere to 1m un er su section , under 
shall remain in custody of the bailiff, and he shall keep it until attaohment. 
disposed of according to law. 1950, c. 16, s. 172. 
173.-(1) 'Where a person against whom an attachment On what 
h . d I . b h If d fil . terms goods as issue , or any person on us e a , executes un es m attached 
the court to which the attachment, or first attachment if there ~~fo1~~1. 
are more than one, has been returned, or is returnable, a bond 
with good and sufficient sureties, to be approved by the judge 
or clerk, binding the obi igors, jointly and severally, to the 
clerk, in double the appraised value of the property attached, 
with a condition that the debtor (naming him) will, whenever 
thereunto required by order of the judge, pay into court a 
sum sufficient to satisfy the claims of all creditors who may 
be entitled to share in the proceeds of the property or the 
value of the property attached, or will produce the property 
to satisfy the judgments, the clerk may supersede the attach-
ment, and the property attached shall be restored. 
(2) Subject to section 170, if, within one month after the Salo of goods 
h b l ed h . I if the debtor property as een attac 1 , t e person agamst w iom the does not 
h h ' d h · b h If d appear and attac ment as issue , or some person on 1s e a , oes give security. 
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not appear and give such bond, execution may issue as soon as 
judgment has been recovered and the property attached, or so 
much thereof as may be necessary to satisfy the judgment 
and costs, may be sold for the satisfaction thereof, or if the 
property has been previously sold as perishable so much of 
the proceeds thereof as may be necessary may be applied t o 
satisfy the judgment and costs. 1950, c. 16, s. 17 3. 
174.-(1) \Vhere a summons has not been served before 
the issue of a warrant of attacl1ment, it may be served per-
sonally or by leaving a copy at the last place of abode or busi-
ness of the defendant with any grown person residing there, 
or by leaving the copy at such place if no grown person be 
there found, 
(2) If it appears to the judge at the trial that the creditor 
who sued out an attachment had not reasonable or probable 
cause for taking the proceedings, the judge shall order that 
no costs be allowed to the creditor. 1950, c. 16, s. 174. 
175. Subject to The Abscond1'ng Debtors Act, where perish-
able property has been attached, the bailiff who has the 
custody thereof, the same having been first appraised, may, 
at the request of the attaching creditor, expose and sell the 
same at public auction to the highest bidder, giving at least 
eight days notice at the office of the clerk and at two other 
public places within his division, of the time and place of sale, 
if the property attached will admit of being so long kept , 
otherwise he may sell the same at his discretion. 1950, c. 16, 
s. 175. 
176.- (1) It shall not be compulsory upon the bailiff 
or constable to attach, or upon the bailiff to sell perishable 
property until the attaching creditor has given a bond to the 
defendant, with good and sufficient sureties to the satisfaction 
of the bailiff, in double the amount of the appraised value of 
the property, conditioned that the attaching creditor will 
repay the value thereof, together with all costs and damages 
incurred in consequence of the attachment and sale in case 
judgment be not obtained by him, and the bond shall be filed 
with the clerk. 
(2) The money made shall be paid over by the bailiff to 
the clerk, to be dealt with in the manner hereinbefore pro-
vided. 1950, c. 16, s. 176. 
177 ,-(1) A bond given in the course of any proceeding 
under this Act may be sued on in any division court of the 
county wherein the same was executed, notwithstanding that 
the penalty in the bond exceeded the sum of $100. 
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(2) The bond shall be delivered to any person entitled to Delivery or 
it, upon the order of the judge, to be enforced or cancelled~~~~ to 
as the case may require. 1950, c. 16, s. 177. entitled. 
CLAIMS OF LANDLORDS AND OTHERS WITH RESPECT TO 
GOODS SEIZED 
178. In this section and in sections 179 and 180, 
(a) "agent" means any person usually employed by the 
landlord in the letting of land or in the collection 
of the rents thereof, or specially authorized by writing 
under the hand of the landlord to act in any parti-
cular matter; and 
(b) "landlord" includes the person entitled to the imme-
diate reversion of land, or, if it be held in joint 
tenancy, coparcenary or tenancy in common, any 
one of the persons entitled to the reversion. 1950, 
c.16,s.178. 
Intorr>re-
tatlon. 
179.-(1) Where a claim is made to or in respect of pro- Adju".tment 
. k . . h I d h of ola11ns of perty or secunty ta en in execut10n or attac ec un er t e landlords. 
1- d' · · th d I h f etc., to goods process o a 1v1s1on court, or e procee s or va ue t ereo , seized in 
by a landlord for rent, or by a person other than the party execution. 
against whom the process issued, then, subject to The Abscond-~0{ stat., 
ing Debtors Act, upon application of the bailiff or officer 
charged with the execution of the process, either before or 
after an action has been brought against him, the clerk shall 
issue a summons calling before the court out of which the 
process issued, or the court for the division in which the seizure 
or attachment under the process was made, the party who 
issued the process and the person making the claim, and there-
upon any action which has been brought in the Supreme Court 
or in any other court in respect of the claim, shall be stayed. 
(2) The court in which the action has been brought, or a Costs. 
judge thereof, on proof of the issue of the summons, and that 
the property or security was taken in execu'tion or upon 
attachment, may order the party bringing the action to pay 
the costs of all proceedings had in the action after the issue 
of the summons out of the division court. 
(3) The judge shall adjudicate upon the claim, and make 9ount)' 
such order between the parties in respect thereof, and of the ~~1~~i~~te 
costs of the proceedings as to him may seem just, and shall on claims. 
also adjudicate between the parties, or either of them, and the 
bailiff or officer in respect of any claim for damages arising 
1120 
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out of the execution of the process by the bailiff or officer, 
although the amount of the damages claimed or awarded is 
beyond the jurisdiction of a division court, and may make 
such order in respect thereof, and of the costs of any pro-
ceedings as to him may seem just. 
(4) The order may be enforced in like manner as an order 
made in an action. 
($) The judge, upon the application of the execution or 
attaching creditor or the claimant, or the bailiff or officer, may 
grant a new trial as in other cases, and may in the meantime 
stay proceedings. 
"'here rn ore 
than one 
execution or 
attachment 
has i8sued. 
(6) \:Vhere the bailiff or officer has executions or attach-
ments for different persons against the same property it shall 
not be necessary to make a separate application on each exe-
cution or attachment; but he may use the names of the 
execution or attaching creditors collectively, in the applica-
tion, and the summons may issue in the name of the creditors 
as plaintiffs. 
Rights of 
parties as to 
defence and 
as to costs. 
(7) The parties and the bailiff or officer shall have the same 
rights of defence and counter claim, including in all cases the 
right and liability to costs, as would exist had an action, 
within the jurisdiction of the cou1·t, been brought to recover 
the damages. 1950, c. 16, s. 1 79. 
Provisions In 
relation to 
rents due to 
landlords. 
180.-(1) The landlord of a tenement in or upon which 
property is taken under an execution, may, by notice in writ-
ing, signed by himself or his agent, stating the terms of the 
holding and the rent payable, delivered to the bailiff or officer 
making the levy, claim any rent due and in arrear at the time 
of the taking in execution not exceeding the rent of four weeks 
where the tenement has been let by the week, and not exceed-
ing the rent for two terms of payment where the tenement has 
been let for any other term less than a year, and not exceeding 
in any case the rent fo1· one year. 
Notice of 
claim for 
rent. 
(2) Notice of the claim may be given at any time before 
the return of the process, notwithstanding that the property 
may in the meantime have been removed from the premises 
upon which it was seized and where the property of a tenant 
is sold within 10 days after seizure, the money realized shall 
remain in court until the expiration of the 10 days to answer 
the claim of the landlord, and where the money has been paid 
into court the notice may be directed to the clerk with like 
effect as if given to the bailiff or officer, before the sale of the 
property seized. 
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(3) The bailiff or officer making the levy shall also distrain How the 
f th t f h I · ed d h f . bailiff Is to or e _Jlmoun o t e rent c aim , an t e costs o the dis- proceed. 
tress, but shall not sell the property, or any part thereof, until 
after the expiration of eight days after the distress. 
(4) For every distress for rent in arrear the bailiff or officer Fees of 
h 11 be · I d . . ballltr In s a en tit e to have as costs of the distress, instead of the such cases. 
fees allowed by this Act, the fees allowed by The Costs o/Rev. stat., 
Distress Act. c. 73. 
(5) If any replevin is made of the property distrained, so saie1 w1here . rep ev n 
much of the property taken under the execution shall be sold made. 
as will satisfy the money and costs for which the execution 
issued and the costs of the sale, and the surplus of the sale, 
if any, and the property so distrained shall be returned as in 
other cases of distress for rent and replevin. 
(6) An execution creditor shall not have his debt satisfied fu~~1~3·~f 
out of the proceeds of the execution and distress, or of the claim. 
execution only, where the tenant replevies, until the landlord 
who conforms to this Act has been paid the rent in arrear 
for the periods hereinbefore mentioned. 1950, c. 16, s. 180. 
PARTNERSHIPS AND SPECIAL NAMES 
181.-(1) In case of a debt or demand against two or more or°e or more 
· d h · · · l 1 · bl h 0 persons persons, partners m tra e or ot erw1se 1omt y 1a e, w ojointly liable 
'd · d.ff d. · · f h may be sued. res1 e m 1 erent 1v1s1ons, or o w om one or more cannot 
be found, one or more of such persons may be sued or served 
with process, and judgment may be obtained and execution 
issued against him or them, notwithstanding that others 
jointly liable have been sued or served without prejudice to 
the right of the person against whom execution issues to 
demand contribution from any other person jointly liable 
with him. 
(2) Where a judgment has been obtained against one or s11.m1r may 
more of several partners under subsection 1, and the judge~4:!~erty 
certifies that the demand proved was a partnership transaction, ~!rtf~~~ 
the bailiff may, under the execution, seize and sell the property or Judge. 
of the firm, as well as that of any defendant who has been 
served. 
(3) Two or more persons .claiming or being liable as ~o- :uae"J~~~ame 
partners may sue or be sued m the name of the firm of which of firm. 
such persons were co-partners at the time of the accruing of 
the cause of action. 
( 4) Where partners are sued in the name of the firm, Service on 
ed f h partners. the summons may be serv on one or more o t em or at 
1122 
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the principal place within Ontario of the business of the 
partnership or upon any person having control of the part-
nership business there and, subject to subsections 6 and 7, 
such service shall be deemed good service upon the firm, and 
the affidavit of the service of the summons shall state the 
name of the person served. 
(5) Any party may, at any time before or after judgment, 
apply for an order directing a statement of the names and 
addresses of the persons who are co-partners in any firm 
which is a party to the action by the firm name, to be fur-
nished in such manner as the judge may direct. 
(6) In the case of a partnership which to the knowledge 
of the plaintiff has been dissolved before action the sum-
mons shall be served upon every person within Ontario sought 
to be made liable. 
~~~~rt~'in (7) Wher~ a summon.s is i~sued against a firm and is 
which person served as directed by this section, every person upon whom 
served. it is served shall be informed by notice given at the time of 
Attachment 
of debtfl 
due by tlrm. 
Execution 
against 
partners. 
Leave to 
issue 
execution 
airalnst 
other 
members. 
service whether he is served as a partner or as a person having 
control or management of the partnership business or in 
both characters, and in default of such notice the person 
served shall be deemed to be served as a partner. 
(8) Debts owing from a firm carrying on business within 
Ontario may be attached although one or more members 
of the firm may be resident out of Ontario, provided that some 
person having the control or management of the partnership 
business or a member of t he firm within Ontario is served 
with the attaching order. 1950, c. 16, s. 181. 
182.-(1) Where a judgment is against a firm, subject to 
section 183, execution may issue against the property of, 
(a) the partnership; 
(b) any person who has admitted in the notice of dis-
pute or defence filed that he is a partner, or who 
has been adjudged a partner; 
(c) any person who has been individually served as a 
partner with a copy of the summons and who has 
not filed a notice of dispute or defence. 
(2) If the party who has obtained a judgment claims to 
be entitled to issue execution against any other person as 
being a member of the firm, he may apply for leave to do so, 
and the judge may give such leave if the liability be not 
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disputed, or, if disputed, after the liability has been deter-
mined.in-such manner as he may direct. 1950, c. 16, s. 182. 
183. Except as against the property of the partnership, 
1123 
a judgment against a firm shall not render liable release ~trect of 
. ' 'Judgment 
or ·otherwise affect any member thereof who was out of against tlrm. 
Ontario when the summons was issued, and who has not 
entered a defence to the action, unless he has been made 
a party under section 85 or has been served within Ontario 
after the summons was issued. 1950, c. 16, s. 183. 
184.-(1) Subject to The Partnerships Registraticn Act, a Perso_ns 
h th B · · h b• d h h ·d· carrying on person, w e er or not a nt1s su 3ect, an w et er res1 mg busines.s in 
· t f O · · b · · h. 0 · d Ontario m or ou o ntano, carrying on usmess wit m ntano un er under 
a name or style other than his own name, may sue and be ~~~~.er 
sued in such name or style. Rev. Stat .. 
c. 271. 
(2) Leave shall not be necessary to issue the summons. Leave not required. 
(3) The summons may be served upon the person so carry-~~1n~n~~ 
ing on business if he be within Ontario, or at his place of 
business within Ontario, or, if there are several such places 
at t he place in or nearest to the county in which the cause 
of action arose, upon any person having the control or man-
agement of the business there, and such service shall be 
equivalent to personal service on the person so sued. 
(4) The person upon whom the summons is served shall Notice or. 
b · f ed b · · h · f . h th character in e m orm y notice given at t e time o service w e er which person 
h · ed th · th b · served. e 1s serv as e person carrying on e usmess or as 
the person having the control or management of it or in 
both characters, and in default of such notice he shall be 
deemed to be served as the person carrying on the business. 
(5) Any party may, at any time before or after judgment, ~~~~~~S 
apply for an order directing a statement of the name and address or 
. person 
address of the person who 1s, and of the person who at the car~ying on 
· f th · f h f · • business. time o e accrumg o t e cause o action was, carrying on 
business under such name or style to be furnished in such 
manner as the judge may direct. 
(6) The person so sued shall enter a dispute in his own Persodn t 
ed. h II . . hserve o name but all subsequent proce mgs s a continue in sue appear In his 
' own name. 
name or style. 
(7) A person served as the person carrying on the busi-~n8J:~ce 
ness may enter a defence under protest, denying that he is protest. 
the person so carrying on the business, but such defence 
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shall not preclude the plaintiff from otherwise serving the 
person sued or from obtaining judgment in default of defence 
in the ordinary form by the person so sued. 
:r~~'d ~=~~~ (8) Where a summons is served under subsection 3 on a 
~g~"'~~~n°e'k. person having the control or management of but not carrying 
on the business, a dispute by him shall not be necessary. 
;}n{~~~~een~: (9) A judgment or order in the action may be enforced 
what proper- by execution against 
ty exlg1ble. ' 
Issuing 
execution 
aga Inst per-
eo n alleged 
to be carry-
ing on the 
business. 
\Vhen a jury may 
be required. 
Notice to 
clerk. 
When action 
transferred. 
(a) the property of the person so sued, used or em-
ployed in or in connection with the business; and 
(b) the property within Ontario of the person so sued 
if he has entered a defence in the action, or has been 
adjudged to be the person carrying on the business 
or has been personally served with the summons 
within Ontario and has failed to enter a defence. 
(10) If the person so sued has not entered a dispute or 
has not been personally served, or has not been adjudged to 
be the person carrying on the business, the plaintiff may 
apply for leave to iss.ue execution against the person within 
Ontario whom the plaintiff alleges to be the person carrying 
on the business, and the judge may give such leave if the 
liability be not disputed, or, if disputed, after the liability 
has been determined in such manner as the judge may direct. 
1950, c. 16, s. 184. 
J URIES 
185.-(1) Either party may require a jury in any class of 
action where the amount sought to be recovered exceeds SSO. 
(2) Where the plaintiff requires a jury, he shall give notice 
thereof to the clerk one week before the sittings of the court 
at which the action is to be tried, and deposit with him the 
proper fees for the expenses attending the summoning of the 
jury; and where a claimant or a defendant requires a jury, 
he shall, within five days after the day o( service of the sum-
mons on him, give to the clerk the like notice, and deposit 
with him the proper fees, and thereupon, in either case, a jury 
shall be summoned. 
(3) In an action transferred from one court to another, 
either party may require a jury to be summoned by giving 
to the clerk of the court to which the action has been trans. 
ferred, three clear days before the sittings of the court at 
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which t he case is to be tried, a notice requiring a jury to be 
summoned,-and depositing with him the proper fees for the 
expenses attending the summoning of t he jury. 1950, c. 16, 
s. 185. 
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186.-(1) Unless exempted by The Jurors Act, every Who Hable 
h h l . d , 1• to be Jurors. person w ose name appears on t e ast revise voters ISt 
of a municipality partJy or wholly within the division who ~e;-91~tat .. 
resides therein, and whose name is marked "J", shall be liable 
to serve as a juror for the court of such division. 
(2) The jurors shall be residents of the division and shall F)o"i ~hom 
be selected from the last revised voters' list of the munici- se ec e · 
palities partly or wholly within the division. 
(3) Where there has been no previous selection of jurors Manner or 
the manner of selecting them shall be as follows: selection. 
(a) The clerk shall begin with the name of the first quali-
fied person on the list of the municipality and 
proceed with the selection by taking the names in 
rotation until the requisite number has been selected. 
(b) Where there are several municipalities t he clerk shall 
begin with the name of the first qualified person on 
t he list of the municipality in which the court is 
held, taking one name from the list, and then shall 
take one name from each of the lists of the other 
municipalities in rotation, beginning with that list 
which contains the greatest number of names of 
qualified persons, and shall repeat the same process 
until the requisite number has been selected. 
(4) \IVhere there has been a previous selection of jurors Where there 
the clerk shall proceed as provided by subsection 3, except ~~v~~~~ 
that he shall begin where he left off at the next precedingselection. 
selection, or in the case of a new list as nearly as may be at 
the place which corresponds with the place where he left off 
at the previous selection. 
(5) If it appears to the judge that the cost of summoning where cost 
. . . b f h "d f h of summon-a 1ury 1s excessive, y reason o t e res1 ences o t e persons Jng excessive. 
liable to be selected being in a distant portion of the division, 
he may direct the clerk to begin with the name of the first 
qualified person on the list of any municipality partly or 
wholly within the division, and proceed as in subsection 3. 
(6) Where a municipality, partly or wholly within the 'Yhere ~uni-
. Id "f I ed . d" c1pallty is division, is a party, and the 1ury wou , 1 se ect 1n or inary a party. 
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course, be composed of ratepayers of the municipality, the 
judge, upon the application of any party, may direct the clerk 
not to select any juror from the list of the municipality, or 
may before or at the trial direct that the issues shall be tried 
and damages be assessed without a jury. 
(7) This section shall not apply in a provisional judicial 
district. 1950, c. 16, s. 186. 
187. Where a jury is required to be summoned, the clerk 
shall cause not less than 12 of the persons liable to serve 
as jurors to be summoned, and the summons shall be served 
at least two days before the court, either personally or by 
leaving the same with a grown-up person at the residence of 
the juror, and the summons shall be returned to the clerk 
with an affidavit of service of the bailiff serving the same. 
1950, c. 16, s. 187. 
188. Each party shaill be entitled to challenge two jurors 
peremptorily and any juror for cause. 1950, c. 16, s. 188. 
189. A juror who, after being duly summoned, wilfully 
neglects or refuses to attend, shall be liable to a fine, in the 
discretion of the judge, of not more than $4, which shall be 
levied and collected, with costs, by the same process as a judg-
ment recovered in the court. 1950, c. 16, s. 189. 
190.-(1) Actions to be heard by the judge alone shall 
be set down in a list separate from the list of those to be 
tried by a jury, to be severally called "The Judge's List", 
and "The Jury List", and actions shall be set down in the 
order in which they were entered with the clerk. · 
(2) "The Jury List" shall be disposed of first, unless the 
judge othern•ise directs. 1950, c. 16, s. 190. 
191. Five jurors shall be empanelled and sworn to do 
justice between the parties whose cause they are required 
to try, according to the best of their skill and ability, and 
to give a true verdict according to the evidence, and the 
verdict of every jury shall be unanimous. 1950, c. 16, s. 191. 
102.-(1) If the panel is exhausted, the judge may direct 
the clerk to summon from the body of the court a sufficient 
number of disinterested persons to make up a full jury, and 
any person so summoned may, saving all lawful exceptions 
and rights of challenge, act as a juror. 
(2) Where the judge thinks it proper to have the action 
or any controverted fact tried by a jury, the clerk shall 
instantly return a jury of five disinterested persons present 
to try the same, and the judge may give judgment on the 
verdict of the jury. 1950, c. 16, s. 192. 
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193. If the judge is satisfied that a jury after having Judie may 
been out a reasonable time cannot agree upon their verdict, f~~ ~~~e 
he may discharge them and adjourn the trial, and order the:f~~eing. 
derk to summon a new jury for the next sittings, unless the 
parties consent that the judge may give judgment on the 
evidence already taken, in which case he may give judgment 
accordingly. 1950, c. 16, s. 193. 
194.-(1) In all cases of trial by jury the judge shall Power to 
h d . f h . . direct non-a ve power to etermme, a ter earing the whole evidence suit or dis-
or the evidence adduced on behalf of the plaintiff alone, miss action. 
whether there is any evidence in support of the plaintiff's 
case which ought to be submitted to the jury, and if in his 
opinion there is no such evidence, he may then, or after ver-
dict, if he has reserved his decision, direct a nonsuit or dismiss 
the action. 
(2) The judge may direct the jury to answer any questions submitting 
of fact stated to them by him and the jury shall answer them, ~~f:i~~ 
and, subject to subsection 1, upon their answers the judge 
shall enter such judgment as in his opinion may be proper. 
(3) The judge shall determine the law and direct the jury p~ty or 
thereon. Ju ge. 
(4) When in the opinion of the judge the action is one Idem. 
that ought to be tried without a jury, the judge shall have 
power to direct that the action be taken out of their hands. 
(5) Where in the opinion of the judge the jury notice is Idem. 
given for the purpose of delay he may strike it out on a sum-
mary application. 1950, c. 16, s. 194. 
195.-(1) The clerk shall pay each of the five jurors em-fuer~~r 
panelled and sworn the sum of $3, a nd the further sum of 10 
cents per mile for every mile in excess of two miles necessarily 
travelled from his place of residence to the place at which 
the court is held, and to each of the jurors not empanelled, 
but who attend during the sittings of the court in which they 
have been summoned and who do not attend as witnesses or 
litigants, the sum of $1.50, and the further sum of 10 cents 
per mile in excess of two miles necessarily travelled from 
his place of residence, but the judge shall have the power to 
increase or reduce the fee for the jurors not empanelled. 
. . h II b "fied Certifying (2) Payments made under this section s a e cert1 payment or 
to by the judge, and the treasurer of the county, or in the case~~r~~at~d 
of a provisional judicial district the Treasurer of Ontario, shall clerk. 
upon presentation of the certificate pay to the clerk the 
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amount which the certificate shows to have been paid to the 
jurors. 1950, c. 16, s. 195. 
196.-(1) There shall be paid to the clerk on every action 
originally entered in his court, in addition to all costs or jury 
fees payable, 
(a) where the claim exceeds $20 but does not exceed 
$60-three cents; 
(b) where the claim exceeds $60 but does not exceed 
S 100-six cents; 
(c) where the claim exceeds $100-twenty-five cents, 
and the same shall be taxed and allowed as costs in the cause. 
(2) On or before the 15th day of January in every year, 
the clerk shall return to the treasurer of the county a state-
ment under oath showing the number of actions originally 
entered in his court during the previous year, in which the 
claim exceeded $20 but did not exceed $60, the nu.mber in 
which the claim exceeded $60 but did not exceed $100, and 
the number in which the claim exceeded $100. 
(3) The clerk shall, with the statement, pay over to the 
treasurer the fees payable under this section; and the treas· 
urer shall keep an account of all money so received by him 
under the head of "Division Court Jury Fund". 
Other cities (4) In the case of cities and towns separated from the 
and separate 
towns. county, the amounts paid in by the clerks and the amount 
P rovisional judicial 
district. 
Duties of 
Inspector. 
paid by the county treasurer to the clerks for jury fees shaJl 
be taken into account in settling the proportion of the charges 
to be paid by the city or town towards the cost of adminis-
tration of justice. 
(5) This section shall not apply to a provisional judicial 
district. 1950, c. 16, s. 196. 
GENERAL 
197 .-(1) The inspector shall, 
(a) make a personal inspection of every division court 
and of the books and papers thereof; 
(b) see that the proper books are provided, that they are 
in good order and condition, that the proper entries 
and records are made therein in a correct manner, 
at a suitable time and in proper form and order, and 
that the papers and documents are properly classified 
and preserved; 
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(c) see that the duties of the officers of the courts are 
efficiently performed and that the office is at all 
times duly attended by the clerk; 
(d) see that lawful fees only are taxed or allowed as 
costs; 
(e) see that proper security is furnished and maintained 
on behalf of every clerk and bailiff; 
(J) when authorized by the Lieutenant-Governor in 
Council so to do, direct that any papers or documents 
which it is unnecessary to preserve be destroyed; and 
(g) report upon all such matters to the Lieutenant-
Governor. 
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(2) The Inspector, with the approval of the Lieutenant- ~e!~~tt~~iy 
Governor in Council, may delegate to any clerk or officer in by Inspeotor 
his office any power or duty conferred or imposed upon the 
Inspector under this Act, and for such purpose every such 
person shall have and may exercise all the powers of the 
Inspector. 1950, c. 16, s. 197. 
198. Where the Inspector considers it expedient to insti- Power or 
. . . h d f I k b 'l'ff h Inspector tute an mqu1ry into t e con uct o a c er or a1 1 e may 1n ma.king 
· h' d h · ·d h Inquiry into require 1m an any ot er person to give ev1 ence on oat , oonduot of 
and for that purpose shall have the same power as any court officers. 
has in civil cases to summon such officer or other person to 
attend as a witness, to enforce his attendance and to compel 
him to produce books and documents, and to give evidence. 
1950, c. 16, s. 198. 
199. Every person who wilfully insults the judge or any Contempt 
officer of a division court during his sitting or attendance in of court. 
court, or interrupts the proceedings of the court, or creates a 
disturbance within the court-room or within hearing of the 
court, shall be guilty of an offence and any bailiff or officer of 
the court may, by direction of the judge, take the offender 
into custody and bring him before the judge, and the judge 
may impose upon him a fine of not more than $20, and in 
default of immediate payment may, by warrant under his 
hand and seal, commit the offender to the common jail of 
the county for a period of not more than one month, unless the 
fine and costs with the expense attending the commitment 
are sooner paid. 1950, c. 16, s. 199. 
200.-(1) Every person who interferes with a bailiff or R:ilstlng 
officer or his deputy or assistant, while in the execution of his 0 cers. 
1130 
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duty, or makes or attempts to rescue any property seized or 
attached under process of the court, shall be guilty of an 
offence and liable to a penalty of not more than $20, to be 
recovered by order of the court or on summary conviction 
before a justice of the peace, and shall also be liable to be 
imprisoned, by order of the court or justice, for any term of 
not more than three months. 
(2) The bailiff or officer, or any peace officer, may take the 
offender into custody, with or without warrant and bring him 
before the court of justice. 1950, c. 16, s. 200. 
201. A fine imposed by the judge under this Act may be 
enforced by his order in like manner as a judgment. 1950, 
c. 16, s. 201. 
g;~~~S:e~;d 202. A levy or distress by virtue of this Act shall not be 
unlawful or deemed unlawful, or the person making the same be deemed persons • 
making It a trespasser, on account of any defect or want of form m any 
trespassers d' I . h h II h I . by reason of procee mg re atmg t ereto, nor s a t e person evymg or 
defect In d" · · b d d f h b · · proceedings. 1strainmg e ecme a trespasser rom t e egmnmg, on 
\Vhere prac-
tice of the 
Supreme 
Court to 
apply. 
Limitations 
as to costs. 
Defects In 
form. 
account of any irregularity aftenvards committed by him; 
but the person aggrieved by the irregularity may recover full 
satisfaction for the special damage sustained by him. 1950, 
c. 16, s. 202. 
203.-(1) In cases not expressly provided for by this Act 
or by the rules, the judge may, in his discretion, adopt and 
apply the general principles of practice in the Supreme Court 
to actions and proceedings in the division courts. 
(2) Nothing herein contained shall authorize the taxation 
or allowance of costs to any officer of the court, other than 
those provided for by this Act, or in the tariff of fees. 1950, 
c. 16, s. 203. 
204. No proceedings shall be quashed or vacated for any 
matter of form. 1950, c. 16, s. 204. 
Notices to 201'<'. U 1 h . "ded . . ed b be in writing. v. n ess ot erw1se prov1 , every notice requ1r y 
Before whom 
affidavits 
may be 
sworn. 
this Act shall be in writing. 1950, c. 16, s. 205. 
206.-(1) Affidavits may be sworn before a clerk or deputy 
clerk, or before a justice of the peace, notary public or com-
missioner for taking affidavits. 
Affidavits ( ) ffi · h f sworn before 2 An a davit, sworn before t e agent o the party on 
w0;etsu~~J. whose behalf it was made, or before the clerk or partner of 
such agent, shall not be used. 1950, c. 16, s. 206. 
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207 .. W~ere a change in the date of a hearing or other ~.!1t':inig~ng 
proceeding 1s necessary because of failure to effect service or process. 
for any other reason, the clerk may change the date or dates 
appearing in any summons, judgment summons, subpoena or 
other notice or process. 1950, c. 16, s. 207. 
208.-(1) The Lieutenant-Governor in Council may make ~~~~a~~~s. 
rules and regulations, 
(a) prescribing the division courts which shall be main-
tained, the territorial limits of the divisions and the 
place within each division where the court office shall 
be located; 
(b) prescribing fees payable to the Crown and to clerks, 
bailiffs, appraisers, witnesses and for any other 
services performed under this Act; 
(c) regulating the sittings of the courts and providing 
for fixing the times and places of such sittings; 
(d) prescribing the duties of clerks and bailiffs and 
requiring clerks to furnish to judges information 
regarding sittings of the court; 
(e) prescribing the returns to be made and the informa-
tion to be furnished by clerks and bailiffs; 
U') prescribing forms; 
(g) providing for the service of summonses and other 
process issued out of division courts by prepaid post 
or otherwise and prescribing the manner of proving 
service and such other matters as may be necessary 
or incidental thereto; 
(h) providing for the continuation of courts where a union 
of counties is dissolved or a county is separated from 
a union of counties and for the continuation or trans-
fer of actions and judgments therein; 
(1) prescribing and governing the security to be furnished 
by clerks and bailiffs for the due performance of 
their duties and, in connection therewith, providing 
for the Inspector to enter into agreements with any 
company authorized to carry on the business of 
fidelity insurance in Ontario; 
(j) regulating any matter relating to the practice and 
procedure of the courts, or to the duties of the officers 
thereof, or to the costs of proceedings therein; and 
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(k) every other matter deemed expedient for better 
attaining the ends of justice, advancing the remedies 
of suitors and carrying into effect the provisions of 
this Act and of all other Acts respecting division 
courts. 
(2) ln prescribing the territorial limits of a division, the 
Lieutenant-Governor in Council may, where in his opinion 
the circumstances of the case so warrant, 
(a) include any area within the territorial limits of more 
than one division; and 
(b) include within the territorial limits of a division 
court, an area in an adjoining county. 1950, c. 16, 
s. 208. 
PART II 
APPLICABLE OKLY TO DISTRICTS 
209. Unless exempt under The Jurors Act, all male persons 
between 21 and 60 years of age who reside in the division, 
and who are subjects of His i\Iajesty by birth or naturaliza-
tion, may be summoned to serve as jurors at any division 
court. 1950, c. 16, s. 209. 
~~1~~t%rors. 210. The clerk and a justice of the peace resident in the 
division, or in case there is no justice of the peace so resident, 
then a justice of the peace residing in an adjoining division, 
shall select the persons to serve as jurors for the trial of 
actions required to be tried by or before a jury. 1950, c. 16, 
s. 210. 
Part!esthmtay 211.-(1) If the parties agree by writing signed by them 
agree a • 
tbhe1Judge to refer causes of action, claims and demands to a JUdge and s al try any . . 
matter not that he may try and determ111e the same, the Judge shall have 
over $SOO. power and jurisdiction so to do, if the subject matter in dispute 
does not exceed $800 in amount, and is otherwise within the 
jurisdiction of a division court. 
~~~~~~~~ (2) The agreement shall be in duplicate, and one of the 
In duplicate. duplicates shall be filed with the judge and the other with the 
clerk of the court in which the action is to be tried, and the 
court shall thereupon have jurisdiction in respect of the matter 
referred. 
~~Y P~~c~~~~ (3) Upon the agreement being filed the plaintiff may enter 
h~gJ ~~ej~~~- his claim in such division, and sue out a summons thereupon 
~;r;1~~ the as in ordinary cases, and the proceedings in the action may 
court. be conducted to judgment and execution, irrespective of the 
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amount recovered if it does not exceed $800, in the same 
manner as other actions in such court. 1950, c. 16, s. 211 
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212.-(1) An appeal shall lie to the Court of Appeal from Appeal. 
a judgment under section 211. 
(2) The provisions of Part I as to appeals shall apply to ApJ>licatlon 
an appeal under this section. 1950, c. 16, s. 212. of Part I. 
213. Upon an application for a new trial, in an action Ser ... 11<-e on h · · h I I . b app !cation w erem e1t er party may appea, persona service may e for new trial. 
effected, or all papers requiring service may be delivered to 
the clerk of the court where the action was tried, or left at his 
office for the person entitled thereto, and the clerk shall forth-
with send by registered post all such papers to the person 
entitled to the same or his agent. 1950, c. 16, s. 213. 

